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A. J. MONAGHAN 
CHEBYSHEV SERIES APPROXIMATION ON COMPLEX DOMAINS 
ABSTRACT 
This thesis is an account of work carried out at the Department 
of Mathematics, Durham University, between October 1979 and September 
1982. A method of approximating functions in regions of the complex 
plane is given. Although it is not, in general, a near minimax 
approximation it is shown that it can give good results. A review of 
approximation in the complex plane is given in Chapter 1. Chapter 2 
contains the basic properties of Chebyshev polynomials and the 
Chebyshev series, together with methods for calculating the coefficients 
in the series. The maximum error, over a complex domain, of a truncated 
Chebyshev series is investigated in Chapter 3 and Chapter 4 shows how 
the Bessel functions of the first and second kinds of integer order 
could be approximated over the entire complex plane. Numerical cal-
culations were performed on the NUMAC IBM370.168 computer. 
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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION TO COMPLEX APPROXIMATION 
The theory of best minimax polynomial approximations is well 
developed for real valued functions 9 see Davis (1963) 9 but less well 
developed for complex valued functions. Algorithms 9 such as the Remez 
algorithm for approximation on closed intervals and the iterative scheme 
described by Ellacott and Williams (1976) for closed regions of the 
complex plane, do exist to calculate the required polynomials. Opfer 
(1978) introduced an algorithm based on Kolm®g®rov's Criterion and 
Barrodale (1977) has investigated the solution of the best polynomial 
approximation problem for a number of different norms and suggested 
that the ~B' norm, 
llg(z) 110<> == M o..x I g ( z ~>)I , 
I~ t~ f./1 
be replaced by the star normf~. defined by 
thus changing the non-linear problem of finding best e~ approximations 
to the linear one of finding-bestt~ polynomials. Glashoff and Roleff 
(1981) reformulate the Chebyshev approximation problem in the complex 
plane as a problem of linear optimisation in the presence of infinitely 
many constraints, and show that algorithms exist for its solution. 
However, these algorithms are all relatively complex and expensive in 
computation time, and require the recomputation of all the coefficients when 
the degree of the approximation is changed. So in many circumstances other 
approximations, which are easier to produce and nearly as accurate, are 
used in preference. An approximation, which has a maximum error less than ten 
times the maximum error of the minimax approximation, over the same region and 
of the same degree, is called a near~best or near~minimax approximation. 
Near-best polynomial approximations have been found for a 
restricted set of regions o~ the complex plane. Geddes and Mason (1975) 
showed that the truncated Taylor series and the Fourier projection, 
interpolation at the (n+1)th roots of unity, are near-minimax approxima-
tions on the unit disc. The truncated Chebyshev series was shown to 
be a near-best approximation for a family of ellipses by Geddes (1978), 
and Mason (1981) showed that an inter~olating projection existed that 
was near-minimax on a circular annulus. 
For more arbitrary regions of the complex plane, no such results 
exist. On closed intervals of the real line, Chebyshev series approxima-
tion has been extensively used, Luke (1975, 1977), Clenshaw (1962), 
Coleman (1980) and the special function section of the NAG subroutine 
1 ibrary, because by truncating a Chebyshev series for a function on the 
interval [-1, 1] we obtain, in many cases, a close approximation to the 
minimax polynomial of the same degree. The error in truncating a 
00 
rapidly convergent Chebyshev series~Cl~TK(X) after (n+1) terms is 
t( ~c 
dominated by the first neglected term; this, being proportional to 
T 1(X), has the equioscillation property characteristic of the error n+ 
in the minimax polynomial approximation of degree n. 
For a domain D of the complex plane we can ask what monic polynomial 
of degree n will minimise 
n t"\-.:1. 
MaX I Z + Q"_i "'Z.. + oooooo+ O, Z +Oo I 
zt;D 
The polynomial J.~ (Z) which satisfies this condition is called the 
Chebyshev polynomial of degree n for the domain D. The success of 
Chebyshev expansions of the real axis suggests that by truncating an 
expansion of the form 
f( z) = 
2 
( 1.1) 
we could hope to obtain a near-best polynomial approximation for a 
function fin the domain D. When Dis the real interval [-191]9 J: 
is r.B··n times the classical Chebyshev polynomial Tn9 whereas if 0 is 
the unit disc ~=(z) = z"9 in which case the right hand side of (1.1) 
is simply the Taylor series for f. For other domains the properties 
of the polynomials ~~(z) are not in general known. Explicit expressions 
for a few polynomials~~ (z) of low degree have been found,Geiger and 
Opfer (1977),and algorithms exist Elliot (1978) and Opfer (1978) which 
will produce numerical values of the coefficients for a given domain D 
and degree n, but without a better understanding of the properties of 
the polynomials~: (z) it is not feasible to obtain the coefficients 
of the expansion (1.1). 
Therefore another expansion similar to (1.1), whose coefficients 
can be more rapidly calculated, would be preferable even if it did not 
converge as fast as the series in (1.1). 
One possibility would be a series in terms of the Faber polynomials 
related to the compact set of the complex plane on which the function 
being expanded would be evaluated. Curtiss (1971) gives a good 
introduction to Faber polynomials and the Faber series, including a 
study of the convergence of the Faber series. Ellacott (1981a) gives 
algorithms for calculating the Faber polynomials and the Faber coefficients 
and for evaluating the Faber series. Also, Ellacott (1981b) has given 
algorithms for producing rational approximations using the Faber transform. 
Expanding in a series of Faber polynomials would seem preferable to 
finding the Chebyshev polynomials for a particular region, since they 
are all related to the function~ (w) which maps the complement of the 
region conformally onto the exterior of the unit circle. If however, a 
known set of orthogonal polynomials was chosen, it would reduce the amount 
of computation time required and the coefficients could be calculated in 
3 
the same manner as the expansion of functions of a real var.iable. The 
resulting series would probably converge slower than the Faber series 
of the region as it would not be "tailored•• to that specific region. 
The ease of producing such a series could be the deciding factor~ 
particularly if the series converges quickly enough so that the extra 
accuracy could be achieved by truncating the series after slightly more 
coefficients. For these reasons the Chebyshev series has been chosen 
in this thesis for investigation as an approximation over complex regions. 
4 
CHAPTER 2 
CHEBYSHEV POLYNOMIALS AND CHEBYSHEV SERIES 
~1 BASIC PROPERTIES OF CHEBYSHEV POLYNOMIALS 
In this section we shall give a brief summary of the properties 
of Chebyshev polynomials of the first kind. For further details the 
reader is referred to Rivlin (1974). 
The Chebyshev polynomial of the first kind is defined by 
T~ ( z) = Cos (N9) (2. 1) 
where 
Z = Cos 6>. 
Normally 6 is taken to be real so that ze[-1,1], but in the following 
chapters we shall allow z to take any value in bounded regions of the 
complex plane. The variable x will be used when the argument is restricted 
to [-1,1]. A closely related set of polynomials, the shifted Chebyshev 
polynomials of the first kind, are defined as follows 
( 2. 2) 
The properties of these polynomials can easily be derived from those 
we shall give for T~(z). 
The following recurrence relationship can be obtained from the 
connection with trignometric functions: 
with 
T111 v 1 (z) = 2zT111 (z) - T11_1 (z), 111).,1 
T0 (z) = 1, Ti.(z) = z 
( 2.3) 
It is clear from (2.3) that T~(z) is a polynomial of degree N, with 
real coefficients and for 119~1 the leading coefficient is fo!. Moreover, 
if N is even then T~(z) is an even function and if N is odd then T~(z) 
5 
is an odd function. An alternative expression for T~(z), whicn is more 
useful in some circumstances than (2.1), is obtained by solving the second 
order recurrence equations given in (2.3). They yield 
TtJ(z) = 2 { (z + r-z2=:=:Jr + (z ~ JZ2:l)r8], (2.4) 
where the branch of~ to be chosen is determined by the conditions 
~z + ~ 0>1 for z ~ [ -1 ,1] 
and 
Arg ( Jz7:1) - 11; 
- 2 forz~[-1,1] 
As Cos N ~ has N zeros in [0.~) given by 
~ - (2k-1)'if k 
v k - 2N • = 1 • 2 • •••••• N (2.5) 
all the zeros X/") of Tf'J{z) lie in the interval [-1,1] and they are 
symmetrically distributed about the origin. 
This property will now be used to obtain a bound on the absolute 
value of TN(z) on a sector D of the unit circle in which 
\ 
',( 
and we shall show that the bound is ~j.n'{d. Since the Chebyshev 
polynomial~~ave real coefficients-it is-obvious that 
where i is the complex conjugate of z. Therefore it is only necessary 
to consider the sectorO ~ arg t; ~ ® Furthermore the Maximum 
Modul~s Theorem shows that the maximum occurs on the boundary, i.e. on 
the radius 1J = rExp(i@ ), o~r~1. or on the arc S= Exp(ie), 
o ~ e~@ . 
The zeros of the even polynomial T 3Jll( 'J) may be labelled as 
± X k ( k = 1 , 2 , .... m) . So we can write 
6 
and therefore on the unit circle 
Clearly~ for O<e<lV 2 , this is a monotonically increasing function 
of@. The maximum value on the arc therefore occurs at)= Exp (i@) 
and as T (1) = 1 we have 
am 




r e. I 
If Tf/lf-~@ ~If/a each term in the product is positive and monotonically 
increasing with r. On the other hand, if 0~0~ "!If- the kth term in the 
product decreases, from the value )'(itk when r = o, to a positive minimum 
.J.. 
at r = X k( Los d.. ®) 2 and thereafter increases with r. It follows that 
the product takes ilts maximum value at r = o or r = 1. 
Since 
IT. (o)l 
1m = 1 ~ 
we have, for the--sector 0,- the bound 
IT ( 5 ) I ~ IT -;m ( e.~@ ) I . / J.:m Q, 
The Chebyshev polynomial T ·, ( -j) has a zero at the origin and 
~m+.i. 
may be written as 
)( 
where± dK (K = 1~2 ... m) are the other zeros. Arguments analogous to 
those used above show that once again the Maximum modulus on the sector D 
is attained at the point ~ = Exp ( ·.@ ). 




The Chebyshev polynomial of degree N may be written as 
where 
w (~) = 




( 2. 7) 
It is also useful to note that since ~~1, for o ~ 0$. If/a.; 
I T N+k (~)I ~ ! ( ~r-1 + ((-rJ) t;' k (2.8) 
in the sector D. 
The relationship with trignometric functions is used to prove 
two of the most important properties of Chebyshev polynomials, namely 
their orthogonality over [-1,1] with respect to the weight function 
2 _.), (1- X ) 2 , and the discrete orthogonality. Specifically, 
.\ IT j( ;() 
and if 
=KIT K=0,1, •.• ,N 
-;:}) 
and 
--1 = Cos 8 .... , N /' 0, S ~ N and K = 0, 1 , ••• , N dK " 
j = k = 0 
j~k 
j=k :\": 0 
(2.9) 
,./ 
~ '' Tc(J,l Ts (~.1 
1'>1 
N, r = 2pN+S, S = 0 o~ 
;:;;::. o. r -\:- 2pN±s 
wfa. r = 
f= o,.l ...... . 
+ tv 
(2pN-S, St 0 o~ 2.10) l (\ 
I 8 
where the double prime on the summation indicates that the first and 
last terms are halved. 
Equation (2.9) is proved by the change of variable '( = Case~ and 
it then becomes a standard trignometic identity. The discrete ortho·· 
gonality can be proved using the following: 
and 
(1) Tr(x)Ts(x) = 2 { Tr+s(x) + T 1 r~s 1 (x)] 
(2) Tr(d~<") = Cos(r tdt'/t-J) 
(3) 
rJ II 
.:;£ Cos (j KT(/rJ ) 
K'·O 
= 
j ,= 2Np 
j ~2Np 
~2 CHEBYSHEV SERIES 
P ~ o~ I - . . . 
(2.11) 
of a function, f(z), by We define the Chebyshev coefficients 
0,. = ~I' f(><)T.(x) (1-/f~ dx J 1f J (2.12) 
··I j=0,1. .. 
0.1 I 
We call :EQ.T. (z) the Chebyshev series for f(z), the prime on 
J=c.l J ) 
summation indicates that the first term is to be halved. The series may 
or may not converge. 
Definition 
The Chebyshev ellipse ~ ~ , ~ / .:L is defined by 
f ~ = { w I w = ~ (z+z -.1 L 1 z \ ==- ~} (2.13) 
For values of the argument lying on a Chebyshev ellipse we have the 
following lemma. 
LEMMA 1 




From the definition of li\' :1 We; {w j \WI= ~] 
such that 
( -.L z = 2 w + w ) 
substituting for z in ( 2 .1}) gives 
T"'(z) = _, ~-1 [ ( W+W· W -d.. -+-W ) . 2 2 + 4 + ( w;w-l +} w:~+:W- 21)_,; J 
-.1. -l ,J W+W-_t ( W-W-1 ) -11 
= 
H(W+W :+ (W-W )) + (---z- + ) ] 2 2 -2-
(2.14) 
We shall now prove a theorem on the convergence of the Chebyshev 
series of a function. 
Theorem 1 
interior of any~{ with i_?e) 
Then 
.,_,, 
f(z) = 1 QiT j(Z) J 
J= Cl 
where 0-~ is defined by (2.12). 
The series converges absolutely and uniformly on any closed set in the 





For u in the interior of ~ t 






and the series converges absolutely at any u in the interior of~{'· 
So substituting (2.16) in (2.15) gives 
en I 
f(u) = _1_ ( C 2 T ~ (u) f (z) _ {hz. .. 
2 rr i J ~ e {-; o ( z + J z ;L_ 1 ') J Jz a_ 1 . 
Interchanging integration and summation yields 
oa' 
f(u) = ~ Cl· T · (u) 
J:. C) ~ ~ 
_1 ( f (z) J~ 
li~Je('( -z.+[za-1- )J Jza--1 
(2.16) with the real variable X. e &l,_ flo 
where 
Now replace (.{in 
That gives 
'Y>t 
= ;> 2 T ~-l~)..:-:.. =:::=:;--
z-x. ,;.__,(z+~--=---1-'YJz~-1 
.!, = 0 • 
and from the orthogonality of the Chebyshev polynomials we get 
So f z'l.. -1 ( z + r z"' -1) ; 
o.: = ~· f f(z) ;f T~ 1 J.:x:.. Jz_ J 2 L 'E.~ (1""= il )""'- (z-x.) 
= _1_ J' T· ex.) J\~ f(z) Jz.. Ax.. -rr;z i. ··• ( 1 J- .xafJ.. (z - x_) r = ~ ·I T jlX) f {J() 0.-x:. ( 1 - x:..>- )''a 




interior of~~ we chose a ~ such that 1< i <~. Then f(z) is analytic in 
and on 
€ ~ and we may write 
0- · = _1_ ~ f (W) , j·' 
\ d • -~ 'lf ~ t~ -1 
11 
T • Ct } j )(. c\vv . 
(w·-x..) (1-lJ'~ 
If we let 
Q. ( w) = L I ;_(.!::)_-y c\ x. (2o20) J ( W - A.) ( 1 = .X:.~ ) a 
Then 
l Q· \ !S 
TT<t 
cl (~~I) rna~ I f(w)l max / Q .(w)'j (2o21) ~ Wf ~I WE: ~~I J I 
where£(~~') is the length of ~'(,0 
To bound f Q · (w)l we make the change of variable w = Hz+z-.1), where 
J 
z = ~1~? .. ! f 0 This yields 
o·(w) = 2]' r~(:<:) Jx 





= T ~ (x.) A)(_ ( 2 o 22) 
( .1- x.-' r~ {1-1,:5; .... .i J 
z za. 
Putting K =Cos Gin (2.22) gives 
Q~(w) = 
Now 
SinG · = <("' Sin (M9) . 
z 1. - ~ Cos @ t- 1 L_, :Z "'' 
z.. z'- ~"~"i 
{ 
i ] 0<-, 
The last series converges uniformly and absolutely for 0~ t9~1f and 
a 11 J z l ~ r'' > i 
0'> 
Q j ( w) ~ .. 2 z ~~ 
t-\s_i 
Hence 
but from Gradshteyn and Ryzhik 
J.=Cos{_~l9)S~n_(!'1GL c\G > S1n 9 0 
(1965) page 366 we have 
M~n 
for 
J,.- Cos (n e) Sin (M&) de 
Sin e 
::: 
M >n if M + n is odd 
u 




211 L ~i -a \:I. z 
21( tvo 
= 
z!-t-1- ( L-z-l) 
Therefore max I Q·~ (w)l = 2-rr ( \l') - J (2.23) 
we.~~~ ( ~ - ~~ -1..) 
Combining (2.21) with (2.23) we get 
12 
\ Ov \ j 
I -~ 
K ( Q ) 
where K is independent of j, 
Therefore 
Lim j -7 00 
.,. 





Since e < ~is arbitrary, it follows that 
'I' 
. L i m Sup I O..J I ~ ~ 
...) ·-? <:<> 
However from (2,14) we have for 
Lim 
_J--=> 00 
So the series converges uniformly and absolutely inside every~~~, 
Suppose now that 
'/ . 
Lim Sup 1 cv 1 J J--?>00 J < 1 - ~ 
(2,24) 
Then the series would converge uniformly and absolutely in the interior 
of a larger ell ipse a ~I/ ' { > ~' and provide an analytic continuation of 
f(z) there. This is a contradiction, because by hypothesis~~ is the 
largest ellipse in which f(z) is analytic. So 
. Lim Sup I o.. ·, I '/ j = a· :t.. 
j~ 00 \.) <;; and the series diverges 
§3 NUMERICAL CALCULATION OF CHEBYSHEV COEFFICIENTS 
The calculation of the coefficients in (2.12) can be approached in a 
number of ways. We will give here three methods, the first uses the discrete 
orthogonality property of Chebyshev polynomials and the other two use 
differential equations satisfied by the function being expanded, 
§3,1 COLLOCATION METHOD 
If we define the coefficients ()... (:) l j = C, .:1. , ••••.• N such that the 
13 
llu <"I I. 
polynomial j~o (lj I~ (z) collocates f(z) at the (N+1) points given by 
cl~t = Cos trTr/N I 
we can write 
- 0 Fot ~"'o).,· ·· · .. ,rJ · 
So 
for r= o, 1 , ...... ,N 
because of the orthogonality property (2.10). 
C'r(N) We shall now show the relationship between the coefficients ' 
and the Chebyshev coefficients Clr. If the function f(~) has a convergent 
Chebyshev series on [-1,1] then we can write 
• ( :-1 ) CL~" (2.25) 
~r.ltr) 
r=o,l ...... ,:V . 
= 
(.t.J) 
Thj~_ shows that if the coefficients converge rapid-ly .to zero ~ Or- iS·· 
a good approximation to C\r for r< N and o..';) is a good approximation to 2~. 










then given that f(z) has a convergent Chebyshev series we can write the 
error ,caused by truncating the Chebyshev series after (N+i) terms, is 
bounded by 
and the error 
in approximating f(z) by the collocation polynomial of same degree is 
0<-~ 
bounded by 2: I 0.~'< l [ ok + o ~'~] 
lhr-Jd. 
So the collocation polynomial has a larger error bound, but it is less 
than twice the bound for the truncated Chebyshev series. 
§3. 2 LANC zos I L -METHOD 
If a function satisfies a differential equation of order q, which 
has only polynomial coefficients, then substituting a polynomial of degree 
n for the function will leave a residual polynomial R/'1 (z) of degree N 
say. If the boundary conditions are met, only (n+i -q) coefficients in 
the approximating polynomial are independent. So in constructing ~N(z) 
we may impose (n+1-q) conditions upon its coefficients to give a unique 
approximation of degree n. 
The condition-s--chosen by tanczos- (l938) are that the resiCfual polynomial 
be a linear combination of m Chebyshev polynomials, where m = N+q-n. 
For example if rn = .1.. then the polynomial would be -c Tr-~(z), while .if 
m = 2 it would be T:~,T"'(z)+T 2 TN-J..(z). The values of the coefficients L 
are automatically determined by solving the resultant differential equation. 
When~ is small we may expect the polynomial to be a good approximation 
to the function. 
§3.3 CLENSHAw•s METHOD 
This method was introduced by Glenshaw (1957) for functions satisfying 
15 
a linear differential equation with polynomial coefficients. By 
substituting separate Chebyshev series for the function and each of its 
derivatives into the differential equation and then equating coefficients 
of Tj (z)~ it is possible to produce recurrence relations for the 
coefficients. 
To equate coefficients we must be able to write the coefficients 
of z"~(zL p=o,1 ....... -, in terms of the coefficients of~(z). To solve 
the subsequent relations we need to be able to relate the coefficients 
of d'(z) to those for ;j(z). If we define Ca.( ';}(z..)) to be the Rth 
Chebyshev coefficient of ~ (z) for R > 0 , and twice this for R = 0 , 
then the required relations are: 
(R.{z P d (z)) = :r ~ (:) C, R- PrOISI ( ~(z)) ( 2. 27) 
and 
f c ( q_ ( z) ) - c ( q( z) ) l l I n.- .L I <f R-r 1. O (2.28) 
The differential equation yields an infinite system of equations in 
the unknown coefficients and a number of initial or boundary conditions, 
which can be solved directly using (2.28). However, it is possible to 
use (2.28) repeatedly to eliminate the coefficients of the derivatives 
and then solve a system of equations in the coefficients of the function 
only. For example suppose f(z) satisfies the O.D.E. 
zf 11 ( z) - f' (z) 2 + z f(z) = 0 (2.29) 
with the conditions 
f(o) = 1 ~ f(1 ) = 0 ' 
then if we let 
(. R ( f II ( z ) ) ,, = a~ 
I I CR( f (z)) = Qt\ 
C"( f (z)) = O..n. 
16 
and equate coefficients of T R (z) in (2.29) we get 
g = o, 1 •...... 
Subtracting the (R + 2)th equation from Rth and using (2.28) to 
eliminate the coefficients of f 11 (z) gives 
(2.31) 
which can be rearranged to give 
(~~ -t- (l~·q - 4 0.n.-t1. + .::1. ( C\lll.-al + 0.1:!.- 0. gn_- ().Rri+ 1 = 0 (2.32) 
4- (R·d.) R =o) 1, -..... 
The coefficients from the expansion of first derivative can similarly be 
eliminated to yield the recurrence relations 
2(R-1 )C.~R-t.i. + 2 (R+5)ClR--t3 
+ 1 _k(nR.- a~~.u] ~ o.,~~. --l• ... a.P--1-6 - 2 ( R+2) Gl&-!.:~J 0 4 LlR+1 HR+3) TR+rr (R+3l (R+1 )(R+3) - (2.33) 
R = 0 ,1J. · · · 
The boundary conditions yield the equations 
"" I . 2.: ( -1) J (.\a· = = f( 0) 
J "'0 ,} 
00 I 
-·:z· . 0. ~ - 0 = . -f ( 1 ) 
(2.34) 
j-=-0 
To solve systems of equations similar to (2.33) with conditions 
similar to (2.34) we find solutions from (2.33) using backward recurrence 
from the equation having QN-1 as its lowest order coefficient, with ClN 
and higher order coefficients given arbitrary values, for various values 
of N. A linear combination of a sufficient number of these solutions 
can be taken to satisfy the equations (2.34) and any equations of (2.33) 
not used in the backward recurrence. For instance in the above example 
we caul d use backward recurrence from R = N + 1 to R = 2 to find an 
initial independent solution of the recurrence formulae and this would 
17 
leave equations R = 0 and 1 to be satisfied as well as the two equations 
in (2.34). Therefore we would need a linear combination of four independent 
solutions. However in many cases we shall have only one or two outstanding 
conditions to satisfy. 
g3.4 CHOICE OF METHOD 
The methods require quite different information about a function to 
be known. The first requires the evaluation of the function at (N+l) 
points. The accuracy of the coefficients depends on the accuracy of these 
t.~~ 
function evaluations and therefore, this method is useful only ifLevaluation 
method used is inferior to the Chebyshev series either in the speed of 
calculation or in the region over which it can be used. The other methods 
require the knowledge of a differential equation satisfied by the function 
and a small number of values of the function or its derivatives. If 
these values are known exactly, then the accuracy of the coefficients 
/ calculated using Clenshaw•s method is restricted only by round-off errors \ 
---------- --......__ --
if N is very large. The coefficients given in later chapters were 
calculated using Clenshaw•s method. Clenshaw•s and Lanczos• methods are 







COMPARISON OF BEST POLYNOMIAL APPROXIMATION WITH 
TRUNCATED CHEBYSHEV SERIES OF SAME DEGREE 
§1 THE RELATIVE FACTOR 
Chebyshev series approximation has been used extensively for 
continuous functions of a real variable. Schonfelder (1978~ 1980), 
Schonfelder et al (1980), Razaz & Schonfelder (1980) and Shepherd & 
Laframboise (1981) are just a few examples. The error in this type of 
approximation, in comparison to the error in the best polynomial 
approximation of the same degree, was investigated by Powell (1967). He 
showed that on the interval [-1,1] the maximum norm of the error caused 
by using a truncated Chebyshev series of degree N was within a relative 
factor vN , the N'th Lebesque constant, of the norm of the minimax error. 
This can be written as 
( 3 0 1 ) 
where 
-t~g) i s-·the error at ~-o·f -the-best- p-olynom-ial approi<Tmat-icHi · 
on [-1,1] of order N to the function f(j), and e. 14~) is the error at·Y' 
of the truncated Chebyshev series of f(J). The norm is defined by 
-II f ( 3) I I :r: - 1'\o-:K..-3 ~ c~1,11 I f(J'll and the 
Lebesque constant by 
14 
)}t-1 1 ~ ~ J_ Tan t 11 t 
1) 
= + ( 2N+1) If 1=:1. t 2N + 
This result was extended by Geddes (1978) to Chebyshev ellipses, 
with the space of functions restricted to those functions which are 
analytic within the ell ipse and continuous .onto the boundary. In this 
chapter a bound on the relative factor will be obtained when the interval 
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[-1,1] is replaced by any closed, bounded domain D, which encloses the 
in terva 1 [- L 1] . 
\,; is defined to be the boundary of D. The set of points in 
the interior of~ e will be denoted I ( ~ ~) and the closure of T ( ~ ~) as 
=c(~~). We shall now define ~R to be the smallest Chebyshev ellipse 
which contains D. 
So 
b if and only if 
The space of functions analytic within D and continuous onto the boundary 
r.D will be denoted A (.D) 0 We shall assume all functions to be 
approximated belong to this space. The norm '"."~is defined as follows: 
tvb .. x. I F (Z.) I 
'Z. € c; 
(3.2) 
For a given function f(z) and a region D the error in th~ best approximation 
of order N is 
;J I . 
EJz) = f(z)- ~- lojTj(""LJ (3.3) 
J,..CJ 
where the coefficients 6j ( j = o ,1, ..... , N) are the solution of the 
minimisation problem 
Min If f (z) ~~ u- T. (z) ! j. (3.4). 
£- ..\~ f]l J.::.C> 
This minimisation problem has a unique solution, see Davis (1963). The 
error in the truncated Chebyshev series of degree N will be denoted by 
rJ I 
eN (z) f (z) - .,Z C. T- (z) j~O .J j (3.5) 
From (2.12), the coefficients C · ( '-= o,JJ_ ·- ·· ,N) above are given by j I 'J 
Cj = 3- J' I f ( l: ) T' ~ t ~~ eM: (3.6) -n~ -' ( 1 - t ) a. 
As f(z) belongs to 1\.(D), but not necessarily to A(~( ~R)) the 
-
series may not converge for all j€' I('{). Subtracting equation (3.5) 
from (3.3) yields 
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j) N I 
[_N (z) - e r-1 (z) = ,iS ( C j - ~j )T j (z) 
which is a polynomial of degree N. From (3o5) and (3o6) it can be 
shown that 
(C..·-6·) 
j J Jt 
Substituting the above into (3.7) and taking the norm over 0 of both 
sides we see that 
II J> . II Et-~(z) -eN (z) J> 
( 3 0 7) 
< a ~~CD<.. <'f' b~(i:-)~j(i;-) cltJ.(~) ( ) 
' 1Y L C· '1. ·~ . J 3.8 
z. €. ~I\. J~ 0 ·-I 1- t ) 
The inequality stems from the maximum modulus principle. We shall assume 
R>1, since R = 1 has already been dealt with by Powell 0 
§2 UPPER BOUNDS ON THE RELATIVE FACTOR 
We shall now find upper bounds for the righ~ hand side of (3.8) by 
obtaining bounds on the integral independent of2(. By elementary 
manipulation of summa_ti_Qn, integration and modulus signs we have 
i' J't;~t> TjltJ Jl& d.t oftc~>ll Je~-(1J(0·7r<'~)-)l& 
J "' 0 ( ' - t: <) ~~~ 1 . ,.. < .1. ~- e~r'~ 
·-I -I ( 3 0 9) 
It will now be shown that if ·~6 "E~ and N>O 





and as d E. ~R. 
(3.11) 
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This means that 
where ·.t,., R- > 0 . 
The left hand side of (3.10) can now be written as 
Jr.r-1 i' Co .s j 'f Cos j (- ~ + ~ cr ) I d <f . C) J:: 0 




£ Cos·i ~ 
J :=. 0 \) 
~ S;.,,(Nr;k_)p 
<':;~ ~p 
s· ... ~ <"' ·t-J:J{ t- & -r~) -~- s;,, (N+~J ( f + ©- ~ o) I dcf 
S~ .1d r- &-r-i.u J S~, 'Ia. ( t -t e - i o) 
= ~ f-;r ( Glr-J ( 9_. R / y') )''a.c\tf" 
C\, a Ll o ( ~ 1 R,~ ~1 ) 





- J_ -{~J -1').) - (~ji' .1.) 
-.;} Cosjf 6..-,<.j-d.)f(R {i+R )em9 -1- R cO)~'l.j-~'')C9) 
+ Co:s4l~·t-:L)~ (Ra(i+ Jlf~&sj<9 -+p;LtJ))} 
j=-o, N. 
Equation (3.15) was obtained by writing each of the sines in (3.14) in 
terms of exponentials and taking the modulus. L~ (G,R,f) are even. 
2·!f- periodic functions of <9 therefore--only-values of G between 0 
and II are of interest. The inequality (3.10) comes from noting that 
- d(N -t:i) ) - j_ -,('-! };}. Ll"' ( e, R) r ) ~ [ ( 1 :r R. c~ rJ t + R ( 1 ·t- R ) CoS {N-1'1.) 'f 
and 
Therefore 
f J~-U~'~"--(_& )..__c_RJ-'-!f' ):.....,__)'(1 c\r 
\ V..o l9, 1\, I() 
0 
-J. )It (.1.-I'Z 
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= 
tl.( -.2.) ( .. (aN -vL) } R 1+R 1-1-R N > 0. 
We have now obtained the bound given in (3.10)~ but there is an 
upper bound on (3.14), which is better than (3.17) for R<6, in terms 






S '..,, ( I'.J-1· i)( 1{-<9 t~u-) -;- S~" (N • :U \ 'f+g -~u) 
4 " s ~ -J. ( y.--e +~c) Sl.., ~(r+e-i.c) 
L = 
M = 
{ Cosh (2N+1) cr ri 
{ Cosh 0 ri 
To obtain the upper bounds in terms of an elliptic integral we shall 
now prove the following Lemma, 
LEMMA 2 
For a 11 x., j E [0_,1) _and k 9c positi_ve integer, 
Ik (-x.~J) = 
Proof 
We shall show that the derivative of :1.1< with respect !:ox. is non-
positive 
Since o~ J(<J. , we have that 
I 
~ 
Cos· (2k+1) f 








{ _ J:. J"" Cos O!k-r.i) 
' d. a (1- ;;cos 
= j_ . r ~ (~ k + 1) d_ y/ d ~I 
(i.-1-(3Y'J. t(t-,;)cr~.:..~rY,i+d))l 
- 'lkt.l. ""' . J -J 
= · (i.L) .,:}.-g: ~ . (aJ-1.)q l'j/a) (i+J) 
c +a) J~lkt.L (j +J.K-~-..:tJ! c j-ZJ k -.i)! 
~ 0 
and the lemma is proved. 
. Since Land Min (3.19} are both positive and less than one we have 
[ .... I >J I ' ' . R,J (i -r n:~(9.ri•.J.l)""'jlf \. ~ Cos r G:::.·(.-e ... v-)1 d'f < . c; 1/' 
a J="' J J - - J U-+ R-a )''"'- u (1- Mr:..osf) 
= . fZ i+R - ctY' rJ ( -a.(<HI-tl))Y'J-1"'11.. 
2 
where k = 
From (3.10) and (3.23) we have, 
where 
( i + R-..L) u (i- k'\Si..,:tf )''J-. 
4-R (1-~RfJ.. 
(3.23) 
/lE~(z)l~ + 2" 1/E~(z)/~R~A 
• (. 1 +~~ ;!~ ~~~UI~) IIE~(z) 11: .. ..... . 
So we have an upper bound on the Relative factor of ~ 
2R r-l A II E ~ ( z) II ~ 
·rr I) E ~ ( z) //_!) 
IJ~ (z) II IIE~{z)//: 
, (3.24) 
In (3.24) and in many 
cases So we can say 
+ ) / J E~ ( zl//J) 
~3 NUMERICAL COMPARISON OF BOUNDS 
The integral given by (3.12) was calculated numerically using a 
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Gauss~Konrad integration routine from the NAG library~ for various 
values ofe~ o and N. Some of these results are produced in Table 3.1. 
From these results it can be seen that for No greater than 1 the 
maximum value~ as 8 varies~ appears to be reached at or near G = 1f(a_. 
This is in contrast to the case cr =0 ~ where the maximum is obtained 
at 8 = 0 ~ for all N. 
The maximum values, obtained above for each value of N anda-~ 
are compared with the bounds (3.10) and (3.23) in Table 3.2. It can 
be seen that (3.23) is a closer bound than (3.10) in all the cases 
given here~ but (3.10) improves and (3.23) worsens as o- increases. The 
elliptic integral in (3.23) was calculated using a NAG special function 
routine. 
4 LOWER BOUND ON THE RELATIVE FACTOR FOR Ja(z) OVER D 
Given 
D = { Z ~ I z I ~ 8, o ..$ Arg z ~ -rr ( 1 J.. ] 
tf = 8 e~ 1!/alf. 
we define 
and 
the coefficients are 
and 
II 






- tJ I -
\ z~) 
- 2_ C\.lP. T a.'R 
"~"' 2/ Dl ~~ 




col( (-z_/--o) ···~~ 
R,:>O 
"To (it) Ta'R. ( t )dt 
( 1-t d) I{~ 
II c~ II tt 
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""'I 
') -.rlz) "' l, "~ ,.~ .... T1.-d 716) 
" minimise 
respectively over D. 
Then from Barrodale (1977) it can be shown that 
So by calculating the best polynomial approximation in the star norm 
and the maximum error9 in the star norm9 of the truncated Chebyshev 
series, we can obtain upper and lower bounds on the relative factor. 













Although the results show that the truncated Chebyshev series approxi-
mation to }0 (z) is not a near-best approximation on D, the lost 




~~ 0.05 0. 1 0.2 0.3 0.4 
N=5 0 3 0 14 3.33 4 0 17 5 o85 8o81 
11/b 2.71 3.01 4. 13 6 0 10 9.36 
1f/3 2.71 3.05 4.29 6.42 9.89 
If/a 2.71 3.06 4.33 6.51 10.30 
N=10 0 3. 78 4. 73 9.90 2 .44( +1 ) 6.32(+1) 
"h 3.40 4.81 1.11(+1) 2.72(+1) 6.91(+1) 
If/?> 3 0 51 5.05 1.17(+1) 2.89(+1) 7.31(+1) 
11/a 3.68 5.19 1.19(+1) 2.93(+1) 7.43(+1) 
N=20 0 5.33 1.12(+1) 7.07(+1) 4.89(+2) 3.45(+3) 
-
-~- - - - - --
- ~ 
---- --
11/G 5.62 1.32( +1) 8o 22( +1) 5o49(+2) 3.77(+3) 
lr/3 5.95 1.39{+1) 8.67(+1) 5.66(+2) 3.99(+3) 
iTJ .1_ 6.02 1 . 40 ( + 1 ) 8.80{ +1) 5.74(+2) 4.05(+3) 
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TABLE 3.2 
a- Num.Int. (3.10) (3.23) 
N=5 
0.05 3. 14 1.66(+3) 3.86 
0. 10 3.33 4.62(+2) 4.00 
0.20 4.33 1.67{+2) 5.56 
0.30 6. 51 1.2(+2) 8. 51 
0.40 10.30 3.8(+2) 13.40 
N=10 
0.05 3.78 1.83(+3) 4.54 
0. 1 0 5.19 6.42(+2) 6.23 
0.20 1.19(+1) 4.15(+2) 1.51(+1) 
0.30 2.9~(+1) 
-
5.~2(+2) _ -~ ._82 (+ lL 
0.40 7.43{+1) 8.39(+2) 9.90(+1) 
N=20 
0.05 6.02 2.52(+3) 7.13 
0.10 1. 40 ( +1) 1.59(+3) 1. 70( +1) 
0.20 8.80(+1) 3.03(+3) 9.70(+1) 
0.30 5.74(+2) 1.05( +3) 7.65(+2) 
0.40 4.05(+3) 4.59(+4) 5.40(+3) 
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CHAPTER 4 
APPROXIMATION OF T,)Z) AND fN(Z) OVER THE ENTIRE COMPLEX PLANE 
§1 INTRODUCTION TO BESSEL FUNCTION APPROXIMATION 
For the Bessel function JIN(z) it is possible in principle to use 
the Taylor expansion within a disc lz I~ R and an asymptotic expansion 
for lz I >R. This approach suffers from cancellation errors and the 
need for an increasingly large number of terms in the Taylor series as 
1z 1 increases, as well as from the limitation on the accuracy achievable 
from an asymptotic expansion for a given value of R. 
Polynomial approximations for Bessel functions of real argument 
were obtained by Allen (1954, 1956). Ardill and Moriarty (1977) produced 
approximations for -:fa and J;-L , by extrapolating Allen • s approximations to 
complex arguments. Because the accuracy of such an approximation decreases 
rapidly as arg z is increased, Ardill and Moriarty (1977) divided the 
first quadrant into three regions in which they used extrapolations of 
polynomial approximations for -s;, and~ , valid on the real axis, for the 
modified Bessel functions X-oand ~' or for the Kelvin functions kr and 
6e~ (see Abramowitz and Stegun (1965), p.37~. In view of the nature of 
these approximations there is no basis for a theoretical appraisal of the 
error involved. The error can be assessed, as for Allen•s approximations 
for rea 1 arguments, only by tabulation. Furthermore, the numerica 1 results 
given by Ardill and Moriarty (1977) show that the truncation error is 
substantially greater in some regions than in others; in the authors• own 
words 11 ••• considerable improvement •.. caul d be made by devising a new 
polynomial approximation for the region given approximately by 
" 60°~ arg z ~ 80°. It follows that this approach is not a useful one if 
the objective is a routine which will calculate ~(z) to a specified 
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accuracy. Approximations~ based on Chebyshev series, for Bessel functions 
of real argument have been obtained by Clenshaw (1962), Luke (1975) and 
Coleman (1980). 
Our approach is to divide the complex plane into a number of sectors 
and, in the absence of an expansion of the form (1.1) we use in each 
sector an approximation 
f(z) ( 4 .1) 
the complex constant if being chosen so that d ( z/71) is real on the central 
ray of the sector, where d' (w) is a function chosen to improve convergence 
for a particular function f(z). Our expansions for jN(Z) and the genera-
tion of their coefficients are described in Section 2. The study in Section 
3, of the truncation error requires an upper-bound for IT "(z) I on a 
sector; such a bound was established in Chapter 2. Section 4 describes 
the coefficient tables and provides a guide to the accuracy achievable. 
In section 5 expansions for '/o(z) and /1.(z) are produced. 
~2 . EXPANSIONS FOR Jf(l( z) 
Throughout this chapter we shall concentrate on values of Z in the 
first quadrant, 0 ~arg z ~ r' only, since symmetry relations can be used 
to deduce the values of JIN(z) elsewhere. It is convenient to consider 
separately two regions of the complex plane, an inner region 1 z\ ~R and 
an outer region )z I > R, each of which will be mapped into the unit disc. 
It will be assumed that N is a positive integer, but the extension to non-
integral orders is straightforward. 
§2.1 The inner region 
Clenshaw (1966) tabulated coefficients for expansions of the form 
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,, <;10 
T"(X) = }~ ( ~) L' 1 O.ar T ar (X/8) 
r"' o 
(4.2) 
on the interval [~8~8J~ for n = 0 and 1. Coefficients of the 
corresponding expansions for n = «~3 ~· ..... 9 10 were calculated by 
Coleman (1980) and are incorporated in a routine which calculates ~n(X) 
to a specified accuracy. 
If x is replaced by the complex variable z the expansion (4.2) still 
converges. Since £" ·r<l'l(z) is a regular function of z it can be shown 
(Rivlin (1g74) p.143) that, for any ~>1, 
where M(~) is an upper bound on l2n"! z.-o J,..(z .. ) \ for I z I::: 8 b '\ 
Furthermore 
~ ~ CQ + ;j) ar + . ( 1 - .[3.) ar ] 
fori~!~ 1, the bound being attained when~=± i. It follows that 
lc T (/8)j .< 2M((')(1+_J~)~r la\' .. ,·r z , 
..... \l a.r 
and since we may take f > ( 1 + [2) the convergence of the series is · 
established. There is nevertheless a substantial deterioration in the 
rate of convergence as arg z increases. For example,. if the series is 
truncated to give··a polynomial of degree 20, the first neglected term 
increases by a factor of 1.3 x 108 as arg z increases from oo to goo, 
while lzl=8. 
It was shown in Chapter 2 that in the sector!~/~ 1, I argSI~6 
I T ~ ( ei.G) I · 
The right-hand side of this inequality is a monotonically increasing 
function of 8 for oo < e < goo so the smaller the angular range about 
the real axis in which we use a given number of terms of the expansion 
(4.2) the less significant the loss of accuracy. 
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The advantages of a Chebyshev expansion on the real interval 
[-1 9 1] may be retained for any particular ray in the complex plane 
by writing 
~(z) ( z I '?1) 
(4.3) 
where i is a complex number having the same argument as Z9 and such that 
0~ z/';S.$..1.. The function V in eqn. (4.3) satisfies the differential 
equation 
U I ~ 
tV + (2n + 1)V +~tV= 0 (4.4) 
where V(o) = 1 , V'(o) = 0 and the prime denotes differentiation with 
respect to t = Z/i. We now seek a solution of this equation of the form 
0') I cOl * 
V ( t) = ;£ Q_;)r T c;n· ( t) ::: :2_ C\.J-r- T r ( l) ( 4. 5) 
r-,o 
Clenshaw•s method applied to eqn (4.4) gives the recurrence relations 
which may be solved as indicated in 
0.. = :i a~'~ 
I 
0. ar-\- 1. = 0 
(4.6) 
_ 1 I 
- lrr [Cl~r-1. -t().1.r.-j +4-r\O:~r] (4.7) 
~a_ 
Chapter 2, starting with 
for some sufficiently large N c The results are normalised using the 
initial condition V(o ) = 
We have used the method for \~I= 8 andarg 'I= 7.5° (15°) 82.5°, 
thus providing a separate expansion for each 15° sector in the first 
quadrant. The accuracy of these expansions is discussed in Section 3. 
The generalized hypergeometric function can be defined by the series 
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p ~ q or p = q "'" 1 and 
wherer-'(z) is the gamma function. The general theory of the expansion 
of these functions in a series of the same kind is described in Luke (1969). 
It is useful in this context9 because both Bessel functions and Chebyshev 
polynomials can be written as hypergeometric functions; 
T "(x) = 
.,.FL (-n,n; "I • I -SZ!:- ) 
a ' 
J,(z) = (Z/2{ _ oF .L. ( JJ-r.i --7-"J./4-) r (yrl) ) 
In Luke ( 1977) are recu·rrence relations equivalent to (4.6) and (4.7), and 
in Luke (1975) a generalised case of the expansion 
c>Ot 
V ( t) = 2 b · T · ( t a) 
J= 0 J j 
is given. Initially this appears to be a superior method of expansion, 
(4.8) 
because it can be used not only in its original sector, but also in a sector 
at right angles to- it:- -file-use of symmetry relcitrons-means th~lt: if, as 
before, the quadrant is divided into 15° sectors we need only find expansions 
in the three sectors for which 
\ argi \ II/ 4- . 
However, the series in (4.8) converge slightly slower than those in 
(4.5) and therefore the time required to cakulate the Bessel function to 
the required accuracy is increased. 
§2.2 The outer region 
The Bessel function -~(z) may be expressed as 
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I (•) (>l) 
= -a[H" (z) + H "(z)J 
in terms of the Hankel functions of the first and second kinds which have 
the asymptotic forms 
( . )
H n ( z) 
ra) 
H n(Z) 
as z ·-7 co. Any ray in the region lzl 41/11 may be mapped onto [0, 1] by 
the transformation t = ({f:z 
U \a)(t) == 
and the function 
~ {a) (E"2L) exp[~(1--~~~~~-i:")] Hn(z) 
satisfies the differential equation 
2 II I 
t u + 2( t+ ~ i) u + ( !r- na )u = 0 (4.10) 
where the prime denotes differention with respect to the real variable t, 
(:}.) 
and u ( o) = 1. Similarly extraction of the asymptotically dominant 
l•) 
term in H" (z) yields a function ~.,}'>(t) which satisfies a differential 
equation differing from (4.10) only in the sign of ~o'. 
Clenshaw's method, used to find a solution of the form 
(~) co 1 (~) 'hi:-
U ( t)= :£... O..i T l(t) (4.11) 
for ev''· (4.10), gives the recurrence relations 
[r( r+1) ·+-It - n'lJ Clr~i = ( -1;.- n ~) O.r - 1;_( r+1) [ 7 C\1 r-+1. 




4r O.r + 0-•-r::t.. (4.13) 
When these, and the corresponding equations for the Chebyshev coefficients 
ca) ( 
of ~L ~).are solved the results may be combined to evaluate the Bessel 
functions of the first and second kinds, since 




0( (z) = 
The expansions in (4.11) are particular cases of series discussed by 
Luke (1977~ p.88). In the real case the differential equations (4.10) has 
only one solution of the required form and the coefficients can be found, 
as described in Chapter 2~ by backward recurrence from an arbitrary starting 
point and the use of the initial condition. When :I.m ¥'70there is no 
longer just one solution, since (4.10) is also satisfied by 
W( t) = t > 0 
t ~ 0 
It follows that any solution of equationn (4.12) and (4.13) corresponds to 
a linear combination of U(t) and W (t). The unwanted solution W(t) may 
be removed by solving a boundary value problem in the manner described in 
Chapter 2. The known value of ·j~(~) is used in addition to the condition 
ll(O) = 1. In practice the extent to which the unwanted solution W(t) 
.. enters--wil-l-depend-on--the value of-Im-0'. In produc-ing the--tables--we solved-
the recurrence systems with two different starting values and decided by 
comparison of the results whether to solve an initial - or boundary -
value problem. 
§3 ERROR BOUNDS 
A real - or complex-valued function f of a real variable x may, under 
suitable conditions, be expressed on the interval [-1,1] as a Chebyshev 
series 
oo I 




b, = ·a ( fx.)T, (x) Jx 
"Tr l. fJ..-;(.'!. 1 
In particular~ iff is differentiable to all orders on [~1,1] and 
(.r) 
If (x:) I~Qr on that interval~ the work of Elliott (1963) shows that 
\ b,l ~ <]( 
.2'"-1-1! 
To apply the result it is convenient to write equation (4.5) as 
= 
c.; j 
.z O..a I T r- (X ) 
r-:: o 
where 
X = 2 2t - 1 2( z /;)t- 1 
Then 
= 
"' / [. ~ ];:}r' [...L ~l lr [. jl1 ( zJ] 
2 n 0 2- -z. "J.:Z zn 
= 
(-1)' {' n! r· .-;j JJI Jn-rr (z) 
z_(\-t I' 2 
(See Watson (1944) p.18). Watson (1944) p.49 establishes the bound 
~ IZ\ exp lim zj 
.... \ 2 fll. 
Thus if 1 z ~ ·<t l and arg z = arg 6 = ¢ then 
- - - -
I G-ar- I ~ 2 n! I 2ilar exp(\o~. \ sin 1J). 
.1""' r! (n+r)! 
Replacing (4.16) by the inequality 
I-s""' (z) I ~ . I z \ ~- exp 
'1 rn IYl ~ 
t._ I'' • 
we obtain the alternative bound 
.ar 
I Cl ar \ <:;; 2 ' ~I f' ! 
~4r- r~ (n+r).1 
From Luke (1977) p.77 we know that 
= 
2 ( -1 )" '(fd1 n! 
") 4-~" I' ( ) I o.. . n+r . 1




( 4. 18) 
where 1 Fa (a; b9 c; z) 
I(G\.+k)!(6) rk) zl( 
r(o...) r(b +k) r(c. +k) K! 
so O!K (n+r)!r!(2r+2k)! \rsl i f' Oo . 2 n! I '6 i 
;;>'*",... r!(n+r)! K':.o- (r+k)!(r+n+k)!(2r+k)!Kl16K 
The ratio of successive terms in this series is 




since n > - i , and therefore 
i 0 r- I <.. cl_ n! \ o (.. [ ·1 + ;Z {. I o l «J ~< _. 1 ] 
Clltrr!(n+r)! - K•i (4(2r+1 K! 
. -~! . a .. I ?f tr exp [_:!.. I i Ia.) 
J~+-· r!(n+r)! '+ (d.r+1.) = (4. 19) 
We now have three upper bounds on the coefficients, which differ only 
in the argument of the exponential. It can easily be seen that (4.19) is 
a lower bound than (4.18) if r>n and vice versa if n >r , whilst (4.17) 
is a lower upper bound than both if 
I Sin ¢\ < \ (f I 4. Max(r+n+1, 2r+1) 
Table 4.1 gives some comparisons of these bounds with the values of \ Cla• I 
when n = 1 . 
Suppose that the Chebyshev series for 2n n! z-n~(z) on the ray 
al"g2{ = ?-is truncated to g·ive il-polyn·cmial· of -degree of 2m· ana the 
resulting approximation is used in the domain 
D = t z; I z I ~ IiI ¢ - e ~ a rg z ~ cf -+ 9 ] ) 
where © is given. Then the truncation error is 
and its magnitude is bounded by 
o<> 
d. • n ! A i"'," Z 
. ~e / IT gr(e ) 
r!(n+r)! 




·g I I ~rfl ... ;t - (~1")-r;l.) ~ T a• (i ) ~ d (~ + Q 
J.e_(a~&)- j' with ~ = e.~t9 + 
and ( m-1-1 ) t ( n +m+ 1 ) ! ~ 
(m-l-1+k)!(n+~+1+k)! 
it follows that 
.I ~,__n<z.)\ ~ n! A iY'I, n Trii+l)! (n+m+1 )! 





When R"', I') <. <. 1 the truncation error is dominated by the 1st neglected 
term. For example, when lll'l = 8 and 8= 7.5°, R22 o 
' 
0.014 and 
R32 o ~0.007. 
' 
The corresponding bound for the expansion (4.8) is 
IE :.,(l..) I ~ \.If~~~"~"'~ n! B M•~'~ { f"'+t·l- ~-(f'"I<IJ 
2 3 M-~" 3 (m+1)! (m+n+1)! 




Exp (2 ~ 9) + _jExp(4Lg) - i ~- 1 
I if l '}._ 6" 
16 (IJl+ V (m+n± 2 )_ 
and 
Bfl'\,1'1 = Exp [ I 'cf l't / (64(m+2)(m+n+2)(m+n+3)) J (4.21) 
IY\-ti. For (9= 11n4- the ratio of these bounds is approximately 1 :(1.6) , 
which indicates why the previous expansion is preferred. 
§3.1 Estimation of the required number of terms 
We wished to write a program capable of calculating the Bessel function 
·j"(z), in the inner r~gion, to a user specified accuracy, less than some 
maximum attainable accuracy. To do this efficiently we require a method 
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of calculating the smallest number of terms needed in the truncated 
Chebyshev series. It is assumed that the degree of the truncated series 
would be at least 2 M0 9 where ~10+ 1 > \'61 9 and that P< 4 and \2117..1. 
With these (\assumptions we have for M ~ M o9 )lm ... tJ ,..~ ~t-llf 
1
) 
£.a_! IE M,f\ (z) I ~ Exp( \)JI/8)(.\? \tl (o·S!<f/) 1 + ~ ~ 
n ! . ( m+ 1 ) ! 4 ( rr~ +- n H)·~ 1 - r;,l / 1 I> ( 4. 22) 
where the left hand side is the error in approximation of:f(\(z). Now set 
x. = m + 1 and note that 
)(__.I 
7 r(x.-r .1) ?-' ~ b.~r (-)()X. 1. 
X-'70. 
We can now write 
I" IE H,n (z) I <).~ ~· ~~I z < 1 (\' ~~~~ - " 2 4 ( X:.·rn) ~ -1- " ~ i :X.. t t 2 X.. a.. 
where 
t 111/q ( ·-ltl~l n 
K" = 
e. 1 + (> ) ( \ ~ ~ ~ 
-) ·rr ( 1 - ~3./16) 
The bound in the last equation is a monotonic decreasing function of >L. 
-rJ .,.} So if the accuracy required is ~ x 10 , and we find 1 such that 
-r-.1 
.J_ X 10 a , (e'o-1e..Jay. ~". 
"' · 4 ( )t-~""-i-?i _y Y-~'_·1 
then-by- setting-
Qt. '/+~ -- . -







The value of )I can be obtained iteratively using 
( d~j-l~de ~h- (n-.\UoJQ.( n~~h)+ 1 f ~) + N~~-~~--~~) 




and \o.~ _ f\+ f\~oc]t..(I?JI/a). 
Furthermore~ if Y >:I and di > ( Q\2fl/ 4- L the iteration converges 
to j from above~ so one iteration gives an upper bound on f ~ which can 
~· \./ ' 
be used to determine the number of terms required. 
Examples: 
(1) I~ I = 8 <l ~ = 2.03~ n = 0 
N (jo 'ri1 'j.). 
4 10 10.7 10.7 
24 20 23.63 
40 28· 31.65 
(2) I ~I= 2 r/ = 1 
' 
n = 0 
N ~0 '()J. ~l.. 
16 10 9.09 9.07 
\ 
\ 
The initial value j 0 was chosen to be [ liil + N/2 ]as this satisfi.es 
the condition ~L) \()'\ and uses N/2 as an estimate of the variation of 
the number of coefficients required with N. Substituting values [d,-1] 
and [ d•J from the first example into (4.22) gives the following results: 
[/,1 ~ound u_sj_r}g_[t.L -_1L BQLI_nd usjrrg _ _[}"LJ_ Requ i red __ Accuracy 
_3 10- It 10-4-10 0.2 X 10 0.13 X 0. 5 X 
_23 
-25' -24-23 0. 18 X 10 0.25 X 10 0. 5 X 10 
_39 
31 0.30 X 10 0.24 X 10-4-1 0. 5 X 10-li-0 
From these results we can see that M = [ 01 ] is the smallest integer which 
reduces the bound on the error to the required level and therefore, we do 
not have to iterate to convergence. They also show that forM large, adding 
an extra coefficient gives an extra 2 decimal place accuracy. So although 
the relative factor of a truncated Chebyshev series to the best polynomial 
approximation of the same degree may be large, the extra accuracy can be 
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produced by adding just one or two coefficients to the series. The extra 
evaluation time is more than offset against the difficulty in calculating 
best polynomial approximations. 
~3.2 Asymptotic estimates for the outer region 
The dependence of the rate of convergence in the inner region~ on ~~I 
is evident from the inequality (4.20). By decreasing 11il the rate of 
convergence in the inner region is increased, but at the expense of a 
slower rate in the outer region. The bound (4.20) applies to the inner 
region \ z \ ~ (i\ only. For \zl >I ¥1 we do not have useful bounds for the 
coefficients of the expansions (4.11), but their asymptotic forms have 
been investigated by Miller (1966) and by Luke (1977). The latter reference 




d:rE)Ja ""' 4(,-1)"' (rrf::,)J.(2raEai.) 1/b Exp [s(2P-3) + R/5 ) 




s (2raE:oL.) If:, y (2r·<( f-~/r) 1/3 = = 
p 
= 






and G = ±1. 
Tables 4.2 and 4.3 contain comparisons of our calculated coefficients 
with these estimates~ in every case the estimate (4.24) is better than 
(4.25), but both are remarkably accurate. The value l;rl = 8 was chosen 
after experimentation with a number of different values. No compelling 
reason was found to change the value from that chosen by Glenshaw (1962) 
for the real case. 
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§4 The coefficient tables for ~Jz) 
The coefficients of the Chebyshev expansions (4.5) and (4.11) 9 for 
·yo (z) and J"..~.(z) vJith \ol = 89 were calculated in quadruple--precision on 
an IBM 370 computer, and the results were rounded to double~precision form. · 
For each Bessel function there are six tables9 one corresponding to each 
of the rays arg tf = 7.5° (15°) 82.5°. In each table the top set of 
figures corresponds to the expansion (4.5) and the two lower sets are the 
(1) (~) 
coefficients 0 .. 1 and O.r to be used for lz\'78. 
The number of coefficients tabulated in each case, and the number of 
decimal digits to which they are quoted, were determined by the requirement 
that a certain accuracy be achievable in the calculation of the corresponding 
Bessel function in double precision arithmetic. In the inner region the 
Chebyshev series converges rapidly and the accuracy is limited only by 
rounding error. Table4.4 shows the accuracy achievable for \-z-1 ~ 8 
with the tabulated coefficients. As arg ~ increases the low order 
= 1 r 
coefficients increase in magnitude but :Z: (-1) Clar = in all cases; 
'"'0 
the resulting loss of significant figures reduces the achievable accuracy 
as shown in the table. 
--- ln-the ot:.rt-eTregion thetrunc~ffion-error, rather than the rounding 
error, is the decisive factor. The truncation error increases as arg 
is increased and we maintain the achievable accuracy (Table 4 .. 5) at a fixed 
level for 0 < argz~ 75° by increasing the number of coefficients retained 
in each of the series (4.11). For 75° < argz.~goo we have accepted a 
lower level of accuracy as the convergence of the series has then become 
very slow. The relative errors quoted in Table 4.5 are not applicable in 
the vicinity of the zeros of "Jo and Ji. , all of which lie on the real axis. 
The tabulated coefficients are sufficiently accurate to permit calculations 
with absolute error no greater than 'f"J- x 10-''+ near the zeros. 
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The coefficients of the Chebyshev expansion (4.5) 9 for~o(z)~ 
~(zL •• o9 J,0 (Z) with \21'1 = 8 are also tabulated in quadruple 
precision form. 
f5 Expansions for Yclz) and 'f;~.(z) for \z:.l~ \i\ 
In the outer region the Bessel functions of the second kind can be 
> 
calculated from the Hankel functions. '/)z) and ~(z) have singularities 
at the origin, but as the form of the singularity is known in each case, 
we can subtract it and expand the remaining auxiliary function, which is 
analytico 
For Yo ( z) and Yi.( z) we choose 
V0 (Z) = 'lo (z) - ! .to0rL (~'). "Io(z) 
and 
Putting z = ie we find that these auxiliary functions satisfy the non-
homogenous differential equations 
= 
and 
where the dash represents differentiation with respect to t. Since we 
already have the expansions of the Bessel functions of the first kind we 
can now find the coefficients in the expansions 
V. ( z) = 
\, 
(Yo' 
Z (b ~ 61 ; ) · ·r>-·(t) 
-.) :::-. 0 I \1 ;2_J 





( 4. 27) 
(4.29) 
4 ( r+ 1 ) ( bo , a.•-r 3 
<S;l_ 
43 r ~ o, :L .... · ( 4. 30) 
and 
where 
(( i,j is the coefficient of Tj ( t ) in· the expansion for 
~(z) given by (4.5). 
As previously we have . 
-~ I 
b i ,2r+1 = oz(©t~+~)~·i,2r+tf{,,,2r+3 i =0, 1 • 0 
We now set the coefficients bi,2k to zero for k>N and recur backwards 
using the known values ofa.i,j. The solution obtained is a solution of 
the differential equation of the form 
The value of A can be found from the initial conditions 
wn?re 
21-Va ( 0) = 
11 
v,(o) = 2~-1 
Tl 
JC = Euler's Constant = 0.57721. .. 
To get the value of the coefficients of Vk (z) w~ can subtract the 
appropriate multiple of the coefficients for the Bessel function of the 
first kind from those obtained by recurrence. 
The coefficients in the expansion (4.29) are tabulated in quadruple 
precision form for i= 0 and 1. The coefficients for Y0 (z) and Y1 (z) 
converge to zero at a similar rate to those for J 0 (z) and J 1 (z). 
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TABLE 4.1 
Valuesof laa..r\ for ~(z)with ';/~ 8exp(i:p) 9 andupperbounds 
(4.17L (4.18) and (4.19). 
r I Clar I (4.17) (4.18) (4.19) 
0 0 3.2(-1) 2.0 6.0(+3) 1 .8( +7) 
5 7.3(-3) 2.4(-2) 2.3(-1) 1.0(-1) 
10 7.4(-9) 1.4(-8) 5.5(-8) 3.1(-8) 
20 1. 2 (-26) 1.8( -26) 3.7(-26) 2.6(-26) 
30 8.2(-49) 1.1( -48) 1.7(-48) 1.4( -48) 
-r( Ia~-~- 0 3. 3( -1) 5.7 6.0(+3) 1.8(+7) 
5 7.6(-3) 6.7(-2) 2.3( -1) 1.0(-1) 
10 7.6(-9) 4.1(-8) 5.5(-8) 3.1(-8) 
20 1.2(-26) 5.9(-26) 3.7(-26) 2.6(-26) 
30 __ a. 2( -49J 3. 0 ( -~8_)_ -1.7(-48)- - - -1 0 4 (--48)-
II JI 
a4 0 6.1(+1) 5.6(+3) 6.0(+3) 1. 7( +7} 
5 6.9(-2) 6.6(+1) 2.3(-1) 1.0( -1) 
10' 2 0 7( -8) 4.0(-5) 5.5(-8) 3 .1( -8) 
20 2.5(-26) 4.9(-23) 3.7(-26) 2.6(-26) 
30 1.4(-48) 2.9(-45) 1. 7( -48) 1.4( -48) 
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TABLE 4.2 
(1) I I Values of \ O..r for the Hankel function H0 (z) ~ and the estimates f, 
and f 2 ~ obtained from (4.24) and (4.25) respectively. 
cf r 1·o.~d I E fa.. I 
7.5° 20 3.39(~22) 3o43(-22) 3.85(-22) 
30 5.11(-29) 5.13(-29) 5.49(-29) 
40 4.49(-35) 4.50(-35) 4.72(-35) 
82.5° 20 1 .67( -23) 1. 71( -23) 1. 53( -23) 
30 4.80( -31) 4.88( -31) 4.57(-31) 
40 8.88(-38) 8.99(-38) 8.60(-38) 
TABLE 4.3 
Va 1 ues of I a ~:t) I f th H k 1 f t. H 2 ( ) d t. t ~ or e an e unc 10n o z 9 an es 1ma es :i 
and E 2 , obtained from (4.24) and (4.25) respectively. 
r I o ~~)I [;, fA. 
-7.5~ 20-- --1.22(-21)- -1-;,c21 ( - 21-)- - -1-. 33 ( -2r) - -
30 3.69(-28) 3.64(-28) 3.84(-28) 
40 6.10(-34) 6.07(-34) 6.29(-34) 
-82.5° 20 1.24(-16) 1. 20 ( -16) 1.08(-16) 
30 8 0 79( -21) 8.65(-21) 8.14( -21) 
40 1.84( -24) 1.82( -24) 1. 75( -24) 
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TABLE 4.4 
Maximum absolute error in using (4.5) with the tabulated coefficients 
for \ ·~ I ~ 8 
arg z n = 0 ri = 1 
0?-15° 0.5(-14) 0.5(-14) 
15°-30° 1.0(-14) 1.0(,-14) 
30°-45° 0.5(~13) 0.5(~13) 
45°-60° 1.0(-13) 2.0(-13) 
60°-75° 0.5(-12) 0.5(-12) 
75°-90° 0.5(~12) 0.5(-12) 
TABLE 4.5 
Maximum relative error in using (4.11) with the tabulated coefficients 
for \ z I :;r 8 
arg-z . n-= ·o-. n = 1-
0°-15° 0.25(-14) 0.25(-14) 
15°-30° 0.25(-14) 0.25(-14) 
30°-45° 0.25(-14) 0.25(-14) 
45°-60° 0.5(-14) 0.5(-14) 
60°-75° 0.5(-14) 0.5(-14) 
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APPENDIX A 
Tables of Coefficients for the Chebyshev expansions 
A: For \ z \ ~ 8 
.f) =t 
~(z) = ~! (t-) 2 CA.ar Ta'"(t) 
r-:. 0 
with 
t = ( ~ ) Ex p (- ~ sl ) ~ = 7.5°(15°)82.5°, 
1\ =' o,.:L 
B: For I z I > 8 
~(z) = ~[ H ( I) ( z) + H (.l) ( z) J f\ A, 




H <_:-l{z) = (~ l Exp[-;«(-z.)j ~ (l_~a) l;."(t) 
(";:. 0 
with 
O<(z) = z- -1in IT - -2-u 
It 













10 0 • .39327tD-13 
11 -:L65:.n5C-14 







~OEFF!CIENTS FCR J 0 (Z) ¢ = 7 0 5 
IF' 0.. arr 
0 0.40795869055667140+00 9 -0.56442646929690940-01 
1 0.76307829250131400-01 ~ -0.61302046672716610-01 
2 0.29C610065q5818?90+00 9 -0.2091143556144969C+OO 
3 -0.413R9519311709360+00 9 -0.49959512745050740-01 
4 0.14405373906065260+00 9 0.912557662253.::724C-01· 5 -0.22191868433940320-01 9 -0.29516142867063310-01 
6 0.1582101167867310D-02 9 0.47897681004629970-02 
7 -Oo59234157455040-05 9 -0.4786371071377800-03 
s -o.9~c5695496260o-os 9 o.32225706258554Q-04 
9 0.9800718275080-06 9 -0.15271062036970-05 
10 -0.583490058630-07 9 O.S137J3842020-07 
11 •Oo24S41843117D-0c 9 -0.116593048650-08 
12 -0.7916658530-10 9 0.1300272270-10 
13 0.1g713529D-11 9 0.21989560-12 
14 -0.33g8610C-13 9 -0.15719640-13 
15 Oo61288Q-15 9 0.4698SC-15 
16 -0.749Q-17 9 -0.9S1D-17 





































































































CO:FFICIENTS FOR ~CZ) ¢· = 22.5 
~~~ 
0.18623881365254S40+01 9 0.16486122859825240+00 
O.l4536386625190S5D+01 9 -0.12544466638704220+00 
0.9~548777603~55730+00 9 -0.1034422g1QS502020+01 
-0.6q3630679198J359D+OO 9 -0.5~323596240726280+00 
-0.9Z103994031436S8D-01 9 0.27615145780052250+00 
0.54325155286706500-01 9 -0.12476381839349760-01 
-0.53126997414577370-02 9 -0.46544745856727890-02 
-0.313397287174l~C-04 9 0.636229272732t23D-03 
0.34297393291279[-04 ~ -0.260135301745500-04 
-0.22152426452250-05 9 -0.45992S886723C-06 Q.4 7 791149S614D-C7 9 0.824014419477C-07 
0.9~77246843]-09 9 -0.313450160430-08 
-0.9555341°40-10 9 0.4Q4q2~857D-10 
0.214976S2D-11 9 0.84820180-12 
-o.1q044S5C-13 9 -0.44965040-13 
-0.36~120-15 9 0.802280-15 
~0~ i 7 
~ 
0.13230-15 9 -0.4640-17 




































































. C 0 !: F F ! C I E NT S F 0 R J"0 C Z ) ¢ = 37.5 
~ ~~ 
0 0.67119273258907000+01 9 0.83712702818187070+01 
1 0.715008~5090149270+01 9 0.59935320789535370~01 
2 0.6215~345055422c10+01 9 -0.194864006342S6970+00 
3 o.;176694~312533C3o+oo 9 -O.Z406514077322298D+Ol 
4 -0.5677735~sqS961S30+00 , -0.31719376085575830+00 
5 -0.52S34967577101C30-01 9 0.928111275842S071C-01 
6 .O.l0994g38091642C50-01 9 0.53006984777873090-02 
7 ·0.3315544103098570-03 ' -0.~660080943464270-03 
S -0.6415853P295230C-04 9 -0.116441403663700-04 
9 ~0.1?262278486G-07 9 0.3279240906735Q-05 
10 0.13098460JS23J-C6 9 -0.243q97004330-07 
11· ...:.0.168160777g6!J-Ot ~ -0.413530513190-08 
12 -0.103711523920-0S 9 0.70597257860-10 
13 0.2185934690-11 9 0.2054503640-11 
14 0.31222455J-13 9 -0.533025000-13 
15 -0.10573030-14 9 -0.3278130-15 
16 -0.1176J-17 9 0.173790-16 
17 0.2390-18 9 -0.410-19 
r 
0 0.19903'53514550460+01 9 -0.1163923411861265D-C1 






2 -0.15517452292490-04 9 0.120646252906100-03 
3 0.2313112R92250-05 9 -0.2117642443590-05 
4 -0.14360704559~-06 9 -0.179503t670D-07 
5 0.490~6235950-08 9 . 0.5773310055C-08 
6 o.662S033n-11 9 -0.476793c73D-09 
7 -0.226S9~340-10 , 0.2~3230t20-10 
3 0.23074C1C-ll 9 -0.516505C-12 
9 -0.2304390-12 9 -0.119535C-12 
10 o.111511o-13 9 o.Z32lgqc-13 
11 0.49190-15 9 -0.21122n-14 
12 -0.22630-15 ' 0.22030-15 
13 0.3730-16 9 -0.6410-17 
14 -0.4490-17 9 -0.2030-17 
15 0.360-18 ' 0.560-18 
16 0.02+~0 9 -0.90-19 
17 -0.10-13 9 0.10-19 



































































COEFFICIENTS FOR "1 0 CZ) ¢ = 52.5 
r a~ 
0 -0.24615607680072100+02 p 0.40708184519741630+02 
1 -0.13674680433263380+02 9 0.36750868601784120+02 
2 0.42050323986583390+01 ~ 0.20367739691527430+02 
3 0.5~522759756447510+01 9 0.35548361381913600+01 
4 0.1320403463490S640+01 ~ -0.61553461742536760+00 
5 0.12011362049486120-01 9 -0.21071435764786350+00 
6 ~o.lg372490663037710-01 ~ -0.1031S07319065724D-01 
7 ~0.1319376588675230-02 9 0.108686357~307410-02 
8 0.32882094123651[-04 ~ 0.977692403701S30-04 
9 0.4q5~120002483J-05 9 0.100290716327C-06 
10. 0.6662103134~0-07 9 -0.1S2232882643C-06 
11· -0.49411940730-08 9 -0.39106755590-08 
12 -0.14323130560-09 9 0.9609017440-10 
13 0.114262290-11 9 0.386637610-11 
14 0.81399050-13 ~ 0.872960-15 
15 0.429640-15 9 -0.13679~0-14 
16 -0.1S~1D-16 9 -0.12440-16 





































































































































































9 ...:.Q.89D-17 ~~J 
0..1? 
0 Oo20150499312310760+01 9 0.6663530963222060-02 
0.3455325755816240-02 
0.129764771192460-03 
















































































(o~ 1 6 - 0 • 1 2 1 0 -1 6 
~ a~ 
0 0.19852327715007720+01 ~ -0.185450999g57653D-02 
1 -0.7263436393177990-02 9 -0.898533357041730-03 
2 a.11Z05048918B7SJ-03 9 o.275490J3q46570-04 
3 -Oo300955145S05C-05 9 -Ool112957952570-05 
4 Ool12254461S30-06 , Oo56047135390-07 
5 -Oo52~68?~3640-08 , -0.334988C9470-08 
6 o o 2 ? 'H :3 -:: n 2u- o 9 9 o o 2 z 9 r: g 8 7 4 21)- o 9 
7 -Jo1322S~290-10 9 -0.17639?ClD-10 
3 Ool2bg6~20-11 , Oo14905S7G-11 
9 -0.95903[-13 ~ -Oo136739C-12 
10 0.77137C-14 9 Ool34747C-13 
11 -0.64'100-15 9 -Oo141440-14 
12 Oo56UD-16 9 Oo1S70D-15 
13 -Oo48D-17 9 -Oo133C-16 
1~ 0.390-1: 9 Oo220-17 
:s -o~3D-19 9 -oozgo-18 





















































































































COEFFICIENTS FOR JaCZ) ¢ = 7.5 
«" Ol.str 
0 0.33165086130654COO+OO 9 rr.48593997430256700-02 
1 -0.28020674473706C2D+OO 9 0.81346848297617300-01 
2 0.34611125276606390+00 9 -0.14881387653454340-01 
3 -0.16c9142496114551D+OO 9 -0.57255339954541560-01 
4 0.36569355422691320-01 9 0.29268693615916090-01 
5 -0.4150292404715910-02 9 -0.639288974678747Q-02 
6 0.22555696529757C0-03 9 0.810285502639704G-03 
7 ·0.15209710883040-05 9 -0.672555518128580-04 
8 -0.12464984222400-05 9 0.39945144437760-05 
9 .o.Iosoqggo9549D-06 9 -0.162227191454D-06 
10 -0.57752~134550-0E 9 0.486614740470-08 
11' 0.21S457462QD-09 9 -0.99130676380-10 
12 -0.6376231530-11 9 0.966809760-12 
13 0.14EOS093D-12 9 0.17853350-13 
14 -0.267651C-14 9 -0.1107320-14 
15 0.39193G-16 9 0.305520-16 
16 -0.~420-18 9 -0.6010-18 
17 0.40-201 9 0.90-20 
IRI(J} 
























































































































COEFFrCIENTS FOR jn CZ) ~ = 22.5 
~~~ 
0.40374947400739SOD+OO 9 0.29030589498529460~00 
-D.S8133108175613C4D-01 9 0.47435068271810570+00 
0.639427102332763?0+00 9 0.10276879026948940-01 
-0.11958142663184720+00 9 -0.26100879276189320+00 
-0.37733692.879738C7D-01 9 0.582159169465S5900-01 
0.10559~53770136720-01 9 -0.6129362732768200-03 
-C.744253518531214C-03 9 -0.8288579228032100-03 
-0.11931063336971C-O~ 9 0.852169335278430-04 
0.42603412410104C-05 9 -0.27g~66646651020-05 
-0.23005440407360-06 9 -0.614502611543C-07 
0.416780509440-0E 9 0.301903143030-08 
0.95756893910-10 9 -0.267330218100-09 
-0.6890784020-11 9 0.2988029750-11 
0.155917060-12 9 0.66674770-13 
-0.1155750-14 9 -0.3098460-14 
-0.2~464~-16 9 0.506790-16 
0.8018-18 9 ~0.2630-18 

















0.19831440462393530~01 9 -0.44210282533773290-Cl 
-D.823868562790904C-02 9 -0.22249103858203930-Cl 
0.194441803845050-03 9 -0.139618700469370-03. 
0.4991574028530-05" 9 0.4605779264900-05 


























-0.1641060~6250-07 9 -0.96056432490-08 
0.7134402360-09 9 -Ool2744696790-Q8 
0.1137560620-09 9 0.6S91~2390-10 
-0.81579770-11 9 0.112302410-10 
-0.11782610-11 9 -Oo11128790-11 
0.16630280-12 9 -0.124:9040-12 
0.1223630-13 9 Oo262171D-13 
-0.423520-14 9 0.8353C-15 
0.53970-16 9 -0.68280-15 
Oo106510-15 9 0.42750-16 
-0.13180-16 9 0.1530C-16 
-0.1800-17 9 -Oo3250-17 
0.700-18 9 -0.90-19 
-0.40-19 9 0.140-13 
-OoZJ-19 9 -0.20-19 
0.60-20 9 -Oo3C-20 
0.00+00 9 Oal0-20 
COEFFICIENTS FOR j~ CZ). ¢ = 3·7 0 5 
r ~v 
0 -0.43&16218312422750+00 9 0.23777382028651190+01 
1 -0.26835225231081270+00 9 0.25747309246619630+01 
2 0.1471B09508094ZS20+01 9 0.10389342359726320+01 3 0.44144324556702f10+00 9 -0.45257631821928400+00 
4 -0.93443310751054220-01 9 -0.93005014696467870-01 
5 -0.11393011139311780-01 9 0.13755046260572590-01 
6 0.147562223342432~-02 9 0.9960303086135680-03 
7 0.55679674477935C-04 9 -0.1175855980268730-03 
s -0.71034923394040-05 9 -0.19530242521530-05 
9 -0.25S8056514500-C7 9 0.33172962453400-06 
10 0.121731S690458-C7 9 -0.151840424130-0S 
11 -0.12389573470-09 9 -0.3551S48597J-09 
12 -0.8236130330-11 , 0.5130534230-11 
13 0.151852620-12 9 0.153817430~12 
14 0.2213518-14 9 -0.3510610-14 
15 -0.659180-16 9 -0.225370-16 
16 -0.960-19 9 0.10270-17 
17 0.13C-lq 9 -0.20-20 






5 -0 5~ 70 ~~27qLD-Qo 
6 -o:1~6i~6ss6-1o ~ 
7 0.271682040-10 





























































































COEFFICIENTS FCR 7aCZ). ¢ = 5·z.s 
~ 0~ 
0 -0.10940927246808720+02 9 0.39573159179575660+01 
1 -0.3,4912789g161334D+Ol 9 0.57507937113324470+01 
2 -0.11214570335990530+01 9 0.48915414875917930+01 
3 0.94356376140535~20+00 9 0.168413~5452803470+01 
4 0.25587248~17750~5u+OO 9 -0.553958085015534g0-01 
5 0.725741328346251Q-02 9 -0.3196017931743417C-01 
6 -0.243212612365024C-02 9 -0.1727141710520250-02 
7 -0.17137186813513[-03 9 0.114175034779520-03 
8 0.267375175'5940-05 9 0.109141508144420-04 
9 0.4q2776041227D-C6 9 0.42~2404048660-07 
10 0.685983426390-0E 9 -0.159018673218C-07 
11 -0.38S5900932J-~9 , -0.34016665430-09 
12 -0.1117105400-10 9 0.633946530-11 
13 0.70Sl44C-13 9 0.27589580-12 
14 0.5370900-14 9 0.227800-15 
15 0.23S90-16 9 -0.84010-16 
( ~16 -0.106D-17 9 -0.750-18 a~' ~ 
0.273152C4652010100-C1 0 0.19625255239727340?01 
0.13452543102226010-Cl 1 -~.18777882455333770-01 
9 -0.190221643609530-03 2 -C.35879742859830-04 0.4701824703420-05 3 0.5181653032150-05 
-0.12755829363C-06 4 0.436262518410-06 
0.23409625690-08 5 0.182827680400-07 
0.1176696030-09 6 -0.13532528080-08 
-0.233152030-10 7 -0.3527791160-09 
0.25593360-11 8 -0.152736910-10 
-0.235753C-12 9 0.57491890-11 
0.139479[-1~ 10 0.86190190-12 
-0.120q6~-14 11 -0.11284240-12 
0.2S3D-16 12 -0.3566040-13 
0.9300-17 13 0.315690-14 
-0.2470-17 14 0.1609410-14 
0.430-18 15 -0.150'80-15 









































COEFFtC!ENTS FOR JtCZ) ¢ = 67.5 
r : ~~ 
0 -D.21062112152594560+02 9 -0.27543191701907170+02 
1 -0.19618062895952710+02 9 -0.17237972760804510+02 
2 -0.10451550397097S4D+02 9 -0.30917831418917030+01-
3 -0.26466325373531590+01 9 0.73004478697562500+00 
4 -0.28S230~39S4809E4D+OO 9 0.35508311729530770+00 
5 -0.53432671824450-03 9 0.5311808646305370-01 
6 0.28912211970989[-02 9 0.354586937750110-02 
7 o.zg7640339204ZD-03 9 o.s221804392017D-04 
8 0.13417240674840-04 9 -0.8282790903710-05 
g 0.13452~261950-06 9 -0.639648070560-06 
10 -0.10375~28460-07 9 -0.20744303350-07 
11 ~0.6352672630-09 9 -0.2364774360-09 
12 -0.155251730-10 9 0.65476190-11 
13 -0.1444680-12 9 0.3302660-12 
14 0.230060-14 9 0.629950-14 
15 0.983D-t6 9 0.4820-16 
16 o. 1 5 CJ- 17 9 -·o • 4 8 o -18 (a) 
~ Qr 
0 0.20423826622466760+01 9 0.17066779775250200-Cl 
1 0.2·1041129914451510-01 9 0.8395722616891160-02 
2 -0.14793~414122670-03 9 -0.13337861~664030-03 
0 0.19556772162547030+01 9 -Oo19048970227279180-01 
1 -Q.22334150554248140-01 ~ -Oo97226C898210583D-02 
2 -0.174643454392940-03 9 -Oo206532519784068-Q3 
0 .• 2235421341140-05 9 0.4113361123700-05 ')· 
-· 4 -0.23857238970-07 9 -0.166875473370-06 
5 -O.l1371E465b0-08 9 0.79696703010-08 
6 0.20292S~56D-D9 9 -0.4203694940-09 
7 -0.214247020-10 ' 0.231600730~10 
0.2Q77355C-11 9 -0.12325050-11 8 
9 -0.1S8654Q-12 9 0.515400-13 
10 0.1905710-13 9 0.40450-15 
11 -0.11329[-14 ' -0.54750-15 
12 0.174SD-15 9 0.10810-15 
13 -0.1510-16 9 -0.1700-16 
14 0.1370-17 9 0.248C-17 
15 -0~90-19 9 -0.350-18 
16 O.JD+OO 9 0.50-19 
3 -0.1721000111960-05 9 -Oo8867888141350-05 




0.379708036950-07 9 -0.2124S665620Q-07 
0.46292825530-08 , Ool255613691D-08 
0.2673534090-09 9 Oa5928515~1a-09 
8 -0.548571930-10 9 0.8733~7300-10 
9 -0.184099350-10 9 -0.124347350-11 
10 -0.122274100-11 9 -0.34187594C-11 
11 0.59921160-12 9 -Oa4862340D-12 
12 0.14279090-12 9 0.10087750-12 
13 -0.16201440-13 9 0.38547460-13 
14 -0.10199410-13 9 -0.240390J-14 
15 0.302100-15 9 -Oo2719Q30-14 
16 0.740260-15 9 0.2302C-16 
17 0.2270-17 9 0.207110-15 
18 -0.59640-16 9 0.1110-17 
19 0.930-19 9 -0.176450-16 
20 0.53400-17 9 0.3120-18 
21 -0.2490-18 9 0.1643C-17 
22 -0.5100-18 9 -0.1270-18 
23 0.6180-19 9 -0.1530-18 
24 0.4830-19 g 0.2790-19 
25 -0.1200-19 9 Oo143D-19 
26 -0.400-20 9 -0.490-20 
27 0.190-20 9 -0.990-21 
28 O.l8C-21 9 0.740-21 
29 -0.270-21 9 Oaoo~oo 
30 o.3r-22 9 -o.9D-22 
31 0.30-22 9 0.20-22 
32 -0.10-22 9 0.90-23 
C 0 !: F F,I, C I EN T S F 0 R Jo ( Z ) rj> =. 82.5 
~ ~~ 
0 0.4370561~725051950+02 p -0.41923771467787840+02 
1 .0.28604219418342190+02 p -0.31534658429505430+02 
2 0~91755271832928420+01 p -Oo13664310564945430+02 
~ 8:.i~~~i~;g~~~~~6~~8!~6 : =8:~6~tfi~~gi~2~~5§8:86 
5 -0~12629983452~1220-02 9 -0.69486323969685970-01 
6 -Oo14251Q5567103680-02 9 -0.5636788221570370-02 
7 -Ool7440~5412640crC-03 P -0.332D'2506859077D-03 
8 -Oo12718.564976198C-04 P -Oo143707847908810-04 
9 -0.6~69~S579965G-C6 9 -0.451319317131C-06 
10 -0.25679~023330-07 P -0.95136922550-0S· 
11 ~o.7863B~9&37D-09 9 -o.a32972611D-10 
12 -0.1924753230-10 p 0.281953000-11 
13 -0.38019~60-12 9 0.15977020-12 
14 -0.6052780-14 p 0.4614070-14 
15 -0.76120~16 9 0.97070-16 
16 -D.700-1~ 9 ·0.1620-17 
I cJ.f'l I" r 
(<!.)) 
Q.,.. 
\ r I 




-o. 7·437938 .. 953C-o7 
Oo4216721527C-08 
-0.2791145760-09 
. 1 . Oo2242826056206617~-01 ' 
2 -Oo19lq2o56701972o~o3 , 







1 0 . - 0 0 8 6 8 3 7 c- 14 
,11 .. 0.72310-15 
12 -Oo618D-16 
. 13 0.5260-1.7 
14 -o.42o..:..1e 
. 1 s· o ~ 3 o -1 9 
·16. OoOD-Y~Q 




p o.lss4so-14 1 
p - 0 0 1 74 5 0- 1 5 • 
9 0 0, 2 0 2 0-16 

























































































O.o 2 57 9 6 0-15 
p -0 0 9 5 0 4 0 0 - 1 6 
9 -.Oo3049c0-16 












Tables of Coefficients· for the Chebyshev expansions 
For \ z I ~ 8 
C: 
" ()'1 I 




= ~ Jo0e (~)-so (z) + z.· bar- ·Ta, (t) 
r-~ 0 
and 




COEFF!CIENTS FOR J~(Z) 0 N= 0 
,A RG <¢) = 
REAL PART 
0 o 407 95'869055.6 6 713 7 640 715 0 2 815 13693 Q?O 0 
. ,' ' . . . . / 
0o7630782925013140036114677809508-4C-Ol 
o o 2 9 o,6 1 6 o 6 5 9 5 s1 a 1 8 8 o a s 5 s 6 s1 5 3 9 :1 4 9 s c ? o o 
-Oo413~95193111~936428S69062793~354C?00 
0 0 1440'5373 906.06526442 9 6206 0 57 6'2 9 81 c: ?0 0 










· 0 o 612 8 8 ~ 0 57 8 09 9 2 4 6 3 7 7 7 4 2 8 4 8 56 2
1
4 6 9 E C -1 5 
- 0 0 7 4 8 7 2' 2 9 6 1 4 5 0 8 3 9 1 3 4 5 E 9 1 9 4 8 0 9 2 1 1 53 Q -1 7 
Oo 6 5.1257 22 022 7 6710·6 932 46 845965.8 214 C-19 
-Oo24484366~382636~1355486~6953~90SQ-21 




- 0 0 14 3 2 9 i 9 9 3 5 416 5 7 4 7 4 0 3 8 7 3 1 8 9 5 3 :o 81 s c- 3 0 
,, ·, ·' . . I 
0 0 10 68 9 0 14 912 28 4 315 8 4 2 8 9'8 3 8 53 9;5 2 3 5 Q- 3 2 
-Oo~833142607652003796C31004522~44SQ-35 
























-0 0 2 214 7117 9 06 6 0 6 8 4 0 7 7 8 0 2 8 2 6 30 2 8 52 2 Q.= 2 0 
0 0 2 4 8 9 218 8 59 2 3 8 4 9 91 7 6 4 31 71 7 8 9·2 6 0 6 9(}- 2 2 
-Oo2340171488138119678388674Bi1~376Q=24 
0 0 18 2 6 0 2 7 8 5160 0 2 53 55 4 8 6 516 69 66,.~619 Q- 26 









COEFFICIENTS FOR J~CZ) P N= 0 
ARGC~) = 22o5 DEGREES 
REAL PART 
o o 18:6 2 a 8,81 3 6 5 2 s 4 9 4 12 o 6 3 911 a~ 2 8 o 1 4 e c ~ o 1 
. ., •':'' ', . I 
Oo1458.63866251809509725457<37220381C~01 
0 o 99·54S 7·776.036.5 57 3194 8 5 38 246 8 8S 643 Q~O 0 














, - : I . 
-o o 366119..59 6J83 15 36 348: o 12 84409? 65 c Q-15 
0 0 1.3 2 8' 2 5.'6 5 18 2 8 2 2 6 5 3 7 2 8 0 6 0 4 2 356116 ? Q - 1 6 
'. ' ,''·.. . . ! 
-o o 17.6·979850997 43 73t84E 2 295 9 3 931. 44E Q-18 
. •:··· I 
Oo7356558386181549869605648431l.028Q-21 
- . . I 
Oo!343~~71Q2025~24543280518407~622Q-22 
-Oo27343095881597148765216409975695Q-24 
o o zz 52,4Si5aozs.244 13310 4 56 212 866 351 Q- 26 
-o o 5.3 z9.loo;5s16 sa62 o s 6176 o39 4 a4-4e 9 4s Q- z 9 
-Oo8675465173~64824441?08978887~72SQ-31 
0 0 11 3 62 6.0 to 8.6 35 9 Q 7 13 57 59 8 5 16 9 4 2 ~ 4 6 1 Q- 3 2 
-Oo635124378~949281875105254485~76SQ-35 
0 0 9 3 7 55 7.37 997 to 8 g:l g 0 9 7 4 0 76 7 9 7 6 0 p.l2; r;:- 3 8 
0 0 13 6 616.4 5 45.64 3 8;5 9l2 8 s 6 6 7 31110 9 7 3 s c- 3 9 
-Ool251249664856342501Q5522814Q~35JQ-41 
Oo5052~791Qj0627Qj7a3359307692~280Q-44 




























- 0 0 4 0 4 3 6 3 2 4 8 6 2 4 0 0 4 0 8 2 2 3 2 0 2 5 9.6 4 0 18 3 5 Q- 3 5 
0 0 4 3 9 2 2 56 6 4 81 s 7 3 9 6 3 9 0 9 7°4 319 3·8 11 6 7 6 Q- 31 




CDEFF~CIE~TS FOR J~CZ) 9 N= 0 






0 0 9'1 766 94.8.812533·03 0 008 9 71126 548 282 Q + 0 0 






0 o 1 3 0 9 8 4 6 Q. 0 8 2 2 8 9 6 4 9 9 9 5 2 212 2 5 8 6 ~ 1 9 E C- 0 6 
-Oo1681647779631104118911277891~05CQ-08 
-Ool0371152882321160186361693197984C-09 
0 0 21 8 5 9,3 4 6 9 4 3 7 53 0 7 12 8 3 0 3 2 8 6 4 8 2 ~ 5 2 .s c -11 . 
0 o 3 1 2 2 2 4'5 4 7 7 9 1 5 4 0 3 8 5·0 7 5 3 17 4 6 B 0 0 8 8 9 C -1 3 
. I 
-Ool05,73Q7896737292284927197770V79EQ-14 
-~: ~.~ ~ i{}~·~6~~ ~·~~~ ~ ~ ~~~ ~ ~i~!~i !~ ~ ;~ ~= i ~ 
-Oo119475~204550275167208065342~766Q-2Q 
-o o 2.67298,40 69.790.595187 5410 5 a 948~ 261 c-2 2 
0 o 26;.?4J 196.2040 98 981414 737 826 40 ~ 93 E Q- 24 
0 0 12' 8 9 7 9 63 8 8 3 5 6 91 7· 6 51 5 58 5 5 3 0 2 1 1 1 2 1 Q - 2 6 
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-o_o· 3~a·~f;,5:~4'68'4:96.$ 7:6544 9 9 3 97 o z~s93':.s4·~ 613 a -1 8 
0 o~4 b 3 9 2·4.7'4 2 6:2:57'9 9 0 15 3 4 9>6 6-.'~ 5 6''5,60.912 Q- 2 0 
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Oo:,4?5.]:6iB ~}.-9'f;O,J4~ ~ 3456il7 44.1 0·5, 65.37'~4;Q- 3 9 
-g'?,gl,~.91~6oiJ;;tr2-~;.9,H09 3 4 s~o~7:59J9 ~::~·a 9 37 71 Q -41 
. ~O:o:cJ2~0 2:·2;53'9·1::7718 36 3'533a664r6-67413r62 Q-44 
..:::o ;,j'3a6l .9'6130'9 1~,8~'5 o 6:7CJ'7's3iZ:o;±s~z 5 38 2 Q- 4 6 
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IMAGINARY PART 
- 0 0 1 4 3 0 2 5 8 7 4 3 3 4 5 9 1 2 3 4 1 2 57 5 1 972 0 97 {;. 6~Q-¢: 0 0 
-Oo28119796502019966586890435731t:.7"SQ~O:i 
0 0 3 381617040 60 3 317 43 65 99.8 517126 0720~0:! 
-0 o 8 3 8 92 8 7.2 9992 7150·6 90 5 46 3.2 7 32 0:62 9.~Q=C2 
0 010916 035 94 31 77903'6 3577 7 37 0271l45.Q~Q.2 
-0 o 9 0603 357 60 952 4684 96'2.5 7 7'16!:>751,?6A~g~,()~ 
0 0 5 24594368 98 97014 32 7 2 7.06-56 7192 5·800;;.'05 
- o o 2 2 2 15 3 o 4 2 3.7 s 9·11 7115 5 s t9s 7 355'-S 2.:9.9a·QF.q'6 
o o 713 34 8 8185 8 7 7 2 6 5 0.44400 8! 68 o·~9:SJ2:79'Q~·::~·a 
-o o 113 9 5 04149901870129 76.S561.6·3:~tas'·s:r,Q:~:Js 
0 0 317701041974498 7 897495.197:0:~;~~06:4-9\Q~i ~ 
-o o 3 99 26844 20414326 74.a 68~.90247:ai:9'6£549J:i=t3 
o o 2 o4s oo 1110-25 38 36 363939.·2.29:2~ :d:ao.!i:l.,.·i-5 
0 0 50 0 546412146612 2 8 30.7'3'5Q;Q2:2'Jcl73.13Q~l7 
- o o 1111144 8601 241;.12 3o g 64.?4S11;:6s~9 3iOB .. tl'-1s 
0 0 3 36 7 9 8 4 9 8 28 2 5 349 6638'583:47":·8 51217-Q,.. 20 
- o o 41 s112 866915 5604455141:.9.17B24 ooa 2a-22 
0 0 5 4184 8·937 353160 2 6 7 6.() 7 845•2 972 Q ..9 36Q.~ 2 ~ 
-o o 51621 s·h 332 9 6.3318528!12 ]!p9k5~4·B7SQ= 26 · 
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0 0 2 602181174 9411649 9.8 378517 6-$71,¢'6QQ..,;37 
-o o 2 8 31042 o 9 74·99 779 03.;3 d·s.o617l.6;3 z•~9'6~6~t:.o 
-o o 434 s9 9.6a4363 9404 6312 54 2 793~4.3·.;g··3ao"ri-~.2 
0 0 460 7 4 817 0 9 298 816 75 8 311847 9,6 14.btid'67;Q:..t;..~ 
- o o 30 0668 s .. 620 o 84 282 975s4so6i1;1~s:8;s:~:2..;6Q-e.46 
0 0 155 4 3 2 g 53 6710 134 3'00:55 97:·8 4 6:ao §''8 s'6'Q=4·'8 
- o o 6 801910 211116251 242.1S27~o:s:8o 9:{32o~g~sJ. 




COEFFICIENTS FOR J~CZ) g N= 7 

































































COEFFICIENTS FOR J~(Z) v N= 7 

































































COEFFICIENTS FOR JN(Z) n N= 7 

































































COEFFICIENTS FOR J~CZ) 9 N= 7 

































































COEFFICIENTS FOR JN(Z) 9 N= 7 




































































































































COEFFICIENTS FOR J~CZ) ~ N= 8 

































































COEFFICIENTS FOR JN(Z) ~ N= 8 

































































COEFFICIENTS FOR JwCZ) P N= 8 

































































COEFFICIENTS FOR J~CZ) g N= 8 

































































COEFFICIENTS FOR J~(Z) v N= 8 




































































































































COEFFICIENTS FOR J~CZ) 9 N= 9 

































































COEFFICIENTS FOR J~(l) D N= 9 

































































COEFFICIENTS FOR JN(Z) 9 N= 9 

































































COEFFICIENTS FOR JN(Z) P N= 9 

































































COEFFICIENTS FOR J~(Z) g N= 9 




































































































































COEFFICIENTS FOR JN(Z) p N=10 
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COEFFICIE~TS FOR JNCZ) 9 N=lO 

































































COEFFICIENTS FOR J~(Z) P N=lO 





















0 o 19 B 7 8 2 4.0 9 0 61 z' 9 9 9 3 3 6 4 7 6 7 4 2 0 7 6 0 4 7 E Q- 2 9 
Oo3583736048442435311344186198863EQ-32 
-0 o c 9 3 6 9 3 0 6 9 4 8 0 6 6 9 8 50 2 3'3 0 53 9.1 54 0 3 4 E C:- 3 4 
-Oo3339851612157541560S752136415881Q-36 
Ooll359424283166134Q174172Q6560414Q-38 
0 0 l154 7164900 803 30 040 54 85.156 245 012 Q-40 






































COEFFICIENTS FOR J~(Z) P N=lO 
ARGCf) = 67o5 DEGREES 































































COEFFICIENTS FOR J~(Z) ~ N=lO 






































































































































COEFFICIE~TS FOR YN(Z) g N= 0 



































































COEFFICIE~TS FOR V~CZ) 9 N= 0 



































































COEFFICIE~TS FOR Y~(Z) P N= 0 



































































COEFFICIENTS FOR V~CZ) ~ N= 0 
ARGC¢) = 67o50EGREES 

































































COEFFICIENTS FOR Y~CZ) P N= 0 








































































































































COEFFICIENTS FOR Y~CZ) p N= 1 



































































""' COEFFICIE~TS FOR Y~(Z) 9 N= 1 



































































COEFFICIE~TS FOR Yw(Z) 9 N= 1 



















0 0 2 4 2 6 6 3 0 2,9 8 77 5 915 6 9 4 21l1,5'40 2 6 7 6Q•19 
-Oo140675290182~770929648b~323664Q-21 
- 0 0 3 8 9 7. 2 2 9 0 i 4 9'6 3 2 57 011 4 i 58 11• 59 9 0 4 Q- 2 3 
-Oo63Q595568328556777384662o'l1793Q-26 
Oo~983528212994577601308Q586b633Q~27 
0 0 1 7 4 3 7 9 3 7 3 6 '7 6 6 7 2 5 1 6 5 s 6 9 0 0 5 4 8 1 8 6 Q- 2. 9 
-Oo104972~739657678075624Q6i099~1Q~31 
- 0 0 12 4 2 0 2 (;. 6 64 2 3 8 5 41 2 7 8 7 6 0 7 7 4 .4 8 2 3 5 Q- = 3 
Oo22051499067~905852117~5~3j~49jQ-~7 

























- 0 0 3 4 0 1 87 6 9 2 6 5 85 7 1 8 4 7 0 83..4. 6 0 5 2 5 8 0 1 Q- 2 1 







0 0 11 2 5 2 5 9 4 0 2 9 8. 2 0 4 2 6 5 1 2 3 5. 1 217· 5 3 0 6 Q ~ 3 8 
-Oo2152814428816QQ616864984725722Q-4Q 




COEFFIC1ENTS FOR Y~CZ) P N= 1 
ARG(~) = 67o5DEGREES 
REAL PART 
Oo2556570665058648078~199C574804Qf02 
0 0 2 0 6 5 3 4 1 0 7 4 6 2 8 9 6 9 5 8 7 2.1 8 1 g 51 0 8 61 ,Q f. 0 2 
Ool028171511.712·32204939369132391Qf,02 
0 0 2 6 52 8 9 84 2 2 2.3 57 9 8 2 6 56 9 2'941, 18313 Qf 01 
Dc.291Sj6S1716857D6259S77438~1642Q•OO 




- o o 'z 5 7 7 o 4 31 a 3 7 a. 3 4 5 3 3 21 4 5 111 9 4 2 2 31 Q- o 6 
Oo16610830261372366881798990~115Q-07 
Ool0237410398782Q4~59Q514008337~Q-08 
0 0 2 55 2 3 2 7 6 4'3 2 7 9 2 82 6.5 75 815 8 91-0 9 56 Q- 10 
Oo239837Q08751282475333286922319Q-12 
-Oo4081~311~603419411569526467771Q-14 
- 0 o' 1 7 5 3 6 9 3 9.3 9 3 9 4. 5 91 2 3 4 C 2 91 0 0 2 911 0 Q ~ 15 
-Oo272466932i284766275~4355289269Q-17 
-0~1750658557743~31801035318~3949Q-19 
0 012435 779,9 5 89 2·34 38.2 8 02440 2'8224 7,Q- 21 
Oo40576171516283912.1074366000771Q-23 
0~ 430 2 3409 8406 504553 974 669 910 0 3 5 Q- 2 5 
Ool9793479.1159546l37484609195580Q-27 
-o o 1228 9 398 8 2a 2 9 35 a 6 392 454c9 7 azo 80-3 o 
- .o o 1 a 9. 4 6 6 3 2 2 4 2 4 1. 5 o 1 4 a 4 z z 3 o o a 1 4 a 3 g a- 3 1 
.-O.ol458119094515001301816~9138~41Q-33 
- 0 0 50 i 3' 0 15 2 4 9 6 8 3 9 1 4 9 7 3 7 7 1 9 5 2 6 0 3 03 Q- 3 6 
Ool06707~74~1161619817S4i835390~Q~38 






































COEFFICIENTS FOR YNCZ) ~ N= 1 




































































Fortran Subroutine for· :\, ( zL \ z \ ·~ 8 
This subroutine can be used to calculate J 0 (z) for \z.l ~ '2. 
to a user supplied accuracyo It can be adapted for different orders 
by changing~ NU~ DENOM and the coefficients in Ao 
53 
----·· -----·----
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ON ENTRY CONTAINS THE 
D~CIMAl PLACE ACCURACY 
MAXIMUM ACCURACY OF 28 
DEP~NDS ON ARG(Z) o 
NUMBER OF 
REQUIRED o 
TO 31 FL'~CES 
NACC SHOULD BE NO G~EATER THA~ 28 D 
F DR. Z. N. E A. R T H E . I !~A G IN A .R Y A X I S o 
UNCHANGED ON EXIT· o 
ZooooaoooaOUADRUPLE PRECISICN. COMPlfX o 
ON' ENTRY CON.TAINS THE POINT AT WHICM 
THE FUNCTION IS TC BE CALtULATED o 
THE MODULUS OF Z I"UUST NOT BE G-REATER 
THAN SaOQO o 
UNCHANGED ON EXIT Q 
e~SSoaooa6QUADRUPLE PRECISION CCMPLEX o 
. UNSP~CIFIED ·aN ENTRY ~ 
ON SUtCESSFUl EXIt ( SEE !FAIL ) 
CONTAINS THE .. VALUE OF THE BESSEl 
FUNCTION .AY l o 
YFAILooooalNTEGER o 
UN~PECIFIED ON E~YRY o 
ON EXIT HAS ONE OF THE FOLLO~ING VALUES 
" OaoooaoooCALCULATION COMPLETED TO REQUIRED ACCURACY 
loaoaooaoREQUIREO ACCURACY TOO HIGH o 
·CALCULAT~CN COMPLETED TO MAXI~UM ACCURACY o 
2aoooooooABSOlUTE VALUE OF Z I.S GREATER THAN EIGHT o 
NO CALCULATION P~RFORMEO o 
u 
IMPLICIT REAL*l6(Q) 



















54 o·OOO C 
55oOOQ 
56o000 C 
























REAL*16 ABSZv ARGtTo CD.SINo DENOM~ PIFfiCn ~v V 
REAL*~ FNACto ~NUo ~Oo Rl~ Ra 
0 I M E N S I 0 N A (6 n 2 8) o C 0 S Y N ( ~} 
NUooooooooiNTEGER o 
THE ORDER OF THE BESSEL FUNCTYON OF THE FIRST KIND ~ 
CENOMoooooQUADRUPLE PRECISICN REAL o 
SET TO NU FACTORIAl o 
DlTA NUo DENOM / Oo loOQO I 
PIFACoooooQUADRUPLE PRECISION REAL o SET TO PI/24 ci 
DATA PIFAC I lo308S9693899~74718269276€0763664C-01 1. 
COSINoooooQUADRUPLE.P.~ECISICN ~EALARRAY OF DIMENSION 6· 
COSIN( K ) SET Tb COS( PI * C 2K-1 ) ) 24 ) o 
.DATA COSIN(l).o COSINC2)p CCSIN(3)o COSINC4)o COSIN(5)o COSINC6) I 
o Oo9~14448613?381041ii44557526S28~6!Q+OO .o . 
* Oo92j819532511~86756128183~89396789Q~CO o 
* Ool9335'33402912351645797.76961501302Q+CO v 
:;: 0 0 6 o. 8,7 6 1 4 2 9 0 0 8 7 2 0 6 3 9 4 1 6 0 9 7 5 4 2 8 9 81 6 9 Q -:: c 0 v 
::: Oo38268343236508977172845.5984030406Q+CO o 
::: Ool30526192220051591548406227895500Q-}00 I 















oF DIMENSIONS.. 6 ev 2a v 
ROW-K CONT~INS T~E COEFFICIE~TS IN THE EXPANSION Of THE' 
FUNCTION ALONG THE RAY WITH. ARGUM~NT PI * ( 4K-1 ) I 24 o 
DATA AClol)g· A(lv2)o A(1p3)p AC1o4)p ACioS)o AC1o6)o ACio7) I 
C Oo407~5~6~055667l376~071~0281536~3Q~OO v 
-Oo56442646929~9093520079512~2745~0,-01) p. 
( Oo7h30782925b1314003E11467780950E4Q-01 v 
-Oo613020466727166ri~l47i3267~516919t-01 ) V 
( ·o~2906100659.58187880855865153914S8Q+OO v 
-Oo2031143~561449686363f8020268693lt+OO ) v 
( -Oft413895i93117093642896~0627937354Q+OO D 
., 
















































-Oo~9959512745050736116S710175738SOQ-01 ) o 
< Pal44053739060652e44296206057629e1Q~oo o 
Oo912557662253q7239943~632e8407435a-o1·) o 
( -0~22191868433~40324530320446112275Q-01 p 
~Oo29516142867063306110~40315867003q-o1 ) o 
( Oal58210116786730975S9220170114149Q-02 o 
Oo478976810Q4629969864723074241209Q-Q2 ) / 
DATA A(1 9 8)o A(lo9) 0 A(lulO)o AClull)o AC1u12)o AC1o13)o AC1o1~) / 
* ( -Oa592341514550370239S50126752935teQ-05 o 






* ... .., 
-A 
.,. 
( -Oo9365695496260214294151S4897881!3Q-Q5 D 
Oo322257Q6258653841Q87281828118680Q-Q4 ) p 
( Oo98007182750822194752QQ22757Q29~9Q-06 p 
-Oo!527~062036972918272e86508255232Q-05 ) o 
( .-Oo58849QQ5869019316334881884219025Q-Q7 p 
Oo513703842Q1749153937317288042167Q-07 ) p 
( Oo248418431166011Q54195?64474~2207Q-Q8 D 
.... 
... 
* -Ooll6593Q4865213573041154924553111Q-08 ) p 
( -Oo79l666853339816947445Q9Q4Q9911~QQ-10 D 
Ool30Q2722707254774191498280825128Q-10 ) p 
( Ool97135289311420c6795752587275923Q-11 o 










DATA A(1 9 15)~ A(lpl6)~ A(lD17)D A(lpl8)D A(1D19)~ A(1o20) I 
( -Oo389861Ql62943376016904QQ621407?3Q-13 D 


















( Oo612883Q578Q9924637774284856246S8Q=15 D 
Oo4698945455863Q322Q8375164279226QQ-15 ) D 
( -Oo7487229614508391345691S48Q921153Q-17 D 
-Oo991114341145Q7891QQ7149844922754Q=17 } D 
( Oo651257220227671Q6932468459658214Q-19 p 
Oal639298915670204320641730465911SQ~l~·) o 
( -Oo244843Q6Q3826362135548c0695369Q9Q-21 p 
-Oo221471179066068407790292e3028522q~zo ) o 
( -Oo3949228169595256Q4488968998728Q4Q=23 P 
Oo248921B8592384991764317178926069~-22 ) I 
DATA A(l 9 21)o A(lD22)o A(lv23)D A(lo24) I 
* ( Ool05676414774076925e990E964539183Q-2~ o 
-Oo234Ql714881381196783886748810376Q~24 ) P 
( -Ool5087853069717455406447080694267Q-26 p 
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( Ool62463317540326319QQQ499377145~2Q~2S D 
-Ool1458225051944390195c54405947447Q-28 ) 0 
( -Oo143291993541657474C3873789530818Q~3Q D 
Oo52034Q78228743871177741921843437Q-31 ) / 
DATA A(l 9 25) 9 A(l 9 26) 9 .A(lp27) 9 A(lp28) / 
( Ool0689014912284315842898385395235Q-32 D 
-Oo89267514828395868537298747317694~~34 ) D 
( -Oo6833142607652QQ3796Q310045221448Q-35 D 
-Oo1255558697591S39459Sc49293578940~-35 ) o 
( Oo37492633224211049946541724110212Q-37 D 
Oo17950167586171787447E62828377555n-37 ) o 
( -Ool74594036859469968515189998939~9Q-39 p 
-Ool5Q4Q125647625372237119683989617~~39 ) / 
DATA A(2pl) 9 A(2p2)p A(2p3) 9 A(2 9 4)g A(2g5) 9 A(2 9 6)p AC2o1) J 
( Ool86238813652549412C639118428074tQ~Q1 D 
Oolc486122859825242144713307919130~~oo ) ·o 
( Ool458638662518095Q9725~5797220381Q~01 p 
-Ool254446663B704219695403027896923a~oo l o 
( . Oo99548777603655731948538246885643Q~QQ D 
-Ool08442291085C2024582S593c6154897~~01 ) o 
C ~Oo683630679198039881E38798357615E8Q~oo o 
-Oo59323596240726279387806001876372Q~oo )" o · 
( -Oo921Q3894Q314369751249QQ7366703~1Q-Q1 p 
Oo27615145780052247518564222799368~~oo ) P 
( Oo5432515528c706497009706705913268Q-01 0 
-Ool2476381839349755533c66766352444Q-01 ) 0 
( =Oo531269974145773677347256249784StQ-Q2 D 
-Oo4654474585672788838118741447899QQ-02 ) / 
DATA A(2g8)g A(2 9 9)g A(2p10)p AC2 9 ll)p A(2gl2)p A(2p13) J 
( -OoJ1338728717415638055222588S85682Q~Q~ D 
Oo6362292727S262264692S72383255147Q-~3-,) P 
( Oo3428739329127920665402485474~379Q-04 D 
-Oo2601353Ql745497372Q0216869491Q38Q~Q4 ) p 
( -Oo221524264522547452e4258733781922Q-05 0 
=Oo45992988672321494631:82857389451Q~Q6 ) D 
( Oo47791149661373Q39954614575852049Q-07 D 
Oo82401441947674595322343J.30211135Q-07 ) D 
( Oo98772468429146Q11554951907842518Q-09 D 
-Oo31346016042881186165079671391767a-oa ) v 
C -Oo855594184136638353C59230310265S6Q-10 v 
., 
./ 











































Oo40~9268573152848691340300205827Sq~10 ) I 
DATA A(2~14)~ A(2Dl5)v A(2~1o)~ A(2D17)v A(2~18)v A(2919) I 













Oo84820179582633413317487408538878Q-12 ) D 
( -OolS04484586565346048812SOQ5161979Q~13 0 
~Oo44965Q433196Q115Q272S37439932755Q-13 ) D 
( -Oo36611959638375363485072844099656Q~15 D 
Oo8C228194969170118787213386821454Q-15 ) 0 
( Oo13282565182822653728060423561167Q~16 p 
-Oo~~368682453174704019240608Q4Q720~-17) 0 
( -Oo17697985Q997437318~622S593931446Q~18 D 
-Oo895664983425Q8217565158876682037Q-19 ) p 
( Oa73565583861815498696056434311Q28Q~21 p 
Oo2378460295566759102118711Q468363~~20 ) / 
DATA A(2~20)D A(2 9 21)~ A(2~22) 9 A(2p23)~ A(2p2~) I 
* ( Ool3439277020255245432SQ5184079622Q-22 0 
* ~Oo24563383016281616649391002845311q~zz } 9 
* ( -Oo27343095881597148765216409975695Q-24 0 
* Oo7597931Q571844Q82254091676766722Q~25 ) 0 
* ( Oo2252455530252447331045e2128663~1Q~26 o 
* Oo13101506878535092988S3560635249SQ~26 ) 0 
* ( -Oo532910055165862096176Q3948448949Q-29 D 
* ~Oo21115269624392155974S2B63~121683a-zs ) 9 
* ( ~Oo86754651739648244417Q89738877729Q~31 0 













DATA A(2g25)p AC2v26)v A(2p27)p A(2 9 28) I 
( Oall362604863590713575985169424467Q-32 0 
-Oo262771Q4Q68594085415779274347173Q~33 ) D 
( ~Oo635124378694928187510525448527Q5Q~J5 0 
-Oo404363248624QQ4Q8223202596401835Q-3~ ) D 
( Oo9375573799748919Q374076797605123Q~38 D 
Oo439225664818739639Q9743193811676Q-37 ) O' 
( Ool36616454564385972896673111Q97~9Q~39 0 
~Oo20731565753126878313488826244435~39 ) I 
DATA A(3vl)p A(3g2)D A(3p3) 9 AC3 9 4)v A(3D5)g AC3o6l .. l 





Oo83712702818187066160128862554041Q~Q1 ) 0 
( Oo7l5QQ8950901492742495623Q29334&8Q~01 p 
Oo599353207895358747043098S0908769Q~01 ) o 



















































-Ool9486400634296973199162619237438q~oo ~ o 
C Oo917669488125330~00089711265482E2Q~oo o 
=Oo2406514077822297690539575348271Q~~Q1 ) 0 
C -Oo56777356588961925012223189451426Q~oo o 
-Oo31719376085575826201011612499029Q~oo ) o 
( =Oo529849675771010286586114407844;QQ=01 0 
* . Oo92811127584290710763!03757704639Q-01 ) I 
DAiA A(3g7)v AC3v8)v A(3 9 9)g A(3 9 10)g A(3gll)o A(3o12) I 
* ( Oo10994988091648049146745669092850Q-01 0 · 
* Oo53QQ6984777873Q941QQ192858823990Q=02 ) 0 
* ( Oo3315544108Q985683550871115114717Q=Q3 0 
* =Oo966QQQQ9434642741994234559722918Q=Q3 ) 0 
* ( -Oo64158538295280157832171771619448Q-0~ g 
* -Ooll644140366370472243416450105202q-o~ ) o 
* ( -Oo19262278486119835822837559Q91950Q=07 0 
* Oo32792409067351769904708187461371Q-05 ) g 
~ ( Oo130984600822896499S52212258671~8Q-06 o 
* =Oo24389700433340074222SSS066472352Q=07 ) g 
* ( -Oo16816Q77796311041189112778914050Q-08 g 
*a =Oo4135305181862312b210689188092807Q-08 ) I 
DAnA A(3pl3)p A(3gl4) 9 A(3g15)g A(3gl6)g AC3o17)p AC3o18) I 
*. ( -Oo103711528823211601863616931979E4Q-09 g 
*. Oo70597257863178096934493061241108Q-10 ) g 
'* ( Oo21859346943753071283032864827525Q-11 0 
* Oo20545036410632514002637938671BSOQ~11 ) g 
* C Oo3122245477~1540385075317468008E9Q-13 g· 
* -Oo533Q25QQ36314175846743418167Q466Q-13 ) Q 
* ( -Ool05730789673729228492719777077~6Q-1~ g 
* -Oo32781289949432533628380676339244Q-15 ) 0 
* ( -Ool175672679Q97967Q55Q122Q9155925~Q-17 0 
* Oal737943Q376588814964417894251Q52Q~16 ) Q 
* ( Oo23918281026749472894Q61443142955Q-18 D 
* ~Oo40755209566834685198756324933495~-19 ) I 
D A I A A ( 3 p 1 9 ) p A ( 3 9 2 0) g A ( 3 v 2 1 ) v - A- ( -3 9 2 2) 9 A ( 3 l1 ·z 3) I · . , . 










-Oo276556851252097327586QQ1Q2490881Q=20 ) 0 
( -Oo'2672984Q6979Q595197541Q58948926JQ-2Z D 
Oa202824382634485Q330562988Q293553~-22 ) g 
( Oo262471962Q4Q989814147378264Q8936Q-24 0 














































~ ( Ool2897963883569176515585530211121Q~26 V 
* -Oo27869637139173354839c87197440611a-26 ) v 
* ( -Oo250356518387977265S757483697874~Q-28 v 
* -Oo47310861045896446416853047963321G-29 ) / 
DATA· A(3p24)p A(3~25)p A(3p26)~ A(3~27)p A(3 0 28) / 
~ ( Ooll7346945658319468;1155271368519Q-31 g 
* Oo19300680330736498144511520864952a-30 ) v 
· * ( Oo128324336207347237513593830463c5Q-32 v 
* -Oo4104682Ql1345842342015Q72695996QQ-33 ) g 
* ( -Oo45903276163115953174237946205508Q-35 g 
* -Oo73307874882075810998447859481434a-3s ) v 
* ( -Oo3538272387372581102460675835627SQ-37 v 
* Oo37181894194269406039102168670998G-37 ) v 
* ( Oo246574135182934379c47363017624~9Q-39 v 

























DATA A(4 0 l)p A(4 0 2) 0 A(4 0 3) 9 A(4 0 4)o A(4o5)o AC4o6~ ./ 
( -Oo246156076800720979464094147839S8Q?02 v 
Oo4070818451974168490~E94624764506Q+02 .) v 
( -Ool367468Q43326338131693QQ478376Q9Q+Q2 D 
Oo3675086860178411909Q822057617668~+02 ) V 
( Oo4205032398c583392854024267002657Q+01 v 
Oo20367739691527432297883143363871Q+02 ) g 
( Oo586227597664479141345768274777E3Q+01 v 
Oo35548361381913597QQ9511675Q99555~+01 ) g 
( Ool32040346349086377E27314631395;3Q+01 v 
-Oo61553461742536762917c30456224676Q+OO ) v 
( Ool20113620494861196C3651628069050Q-01 v 
-0o21071485764786350942543741438291Q+OO ) / 
:,· .. 
.. , .:· 
J ••• 
DATA A(4 0 7)p A(4 9 8)~ A(4 9 9) 9 A(4 9 10) 0 ~(4pll)o AC4o12) / 
~ C -Oo193724906630377135S9494764213266Q-01 v 
* -Oo10318073190657241386Q59601834323Q-61\) g 
* ( -Ool3193765886752324Q9Q956713249527Q-02 g 
* Ool~868685743074080331C455E4156917Q-02 ) v 
* C Oo328820941236508313946921365838EBQ-04 o 
* Oo97769240370192918375983719587556Q-04 ) g 
* ( Oo495612~QQ2487949586281653Q660429Q~Q5 g 
* Oo10Q8907163268Q748236592179984534~-Q6 ) g 
~ ( Oo66621Q81843728297217183148Ql4726Q-Q7 O 
* -Oo1822328826425462913411675Q1Q6942~-Q6 ) V 







·-~---~--c:.--e»..;.~:.--·- --- -·~-o.::.·.:=.c:::::Ooc::oo-~--c:=o----c:s -c:=o·-=-- .:::..c=o-c:="c::o --~~-~-----c._, __ -~-cz:o~c=o-c:::. c:.c::::oo -c:....,. -=--=-c:::::ro c:::::ro ---·-.c::o-~- c:::oc::oc::o c::. ~c:::o~ c::::::J ~c::::::>c::::::> c::::::o c::::::oc::::::>c::::. c:o c:::.c::::::>c::.- c::>c:>~ c:::o c::::>c::::>~ ~~.:::. 
281o000 
282o000 







































... -Oo39106755594795768418695956250335~-08 ) I 
DATA A(lou13)u A(4ul4)u A(4d5)u A(4u16)o A(4u17)o A(lovll8~ I 
0 ( -Ool43231305621859052€6344553318864Q-09 D 













( Ooll4262291290184976c1619105639929Q-1~ o 
Oo38663761072019751013Q7378991Q377Q-11 ) D 
( Oo81399Q525335473936€8503984541264Q=13 0 
Oo87295719916708646689766336918206Q-15 ) D 
( Oo4296358193Q4461403~74616107Q90,6Q=ll5 D 
=Oo13679352041698177218734837566741Q=14 ) D 
( -Ool84130478900988723c77515668185~7Q-16 ~ 
-Ool244133737266664Q599612697442972Q=16 ) D 
( -Oo235564376678672293529631802945?SQ~18 D 
*· Ool943301636092533950062360.8205876Q-18 ) I 
DATA A(4p19}v A(4u20)~ A(iov21)v A(4p22)v AC4o23) I 




















( Oo4095673450485637017Q797264766348Q=22 D 
-Oo508829625614Q33720409024858Q9SOOQ~23 ~ 0 
( Oo6398192556522327724Q096031917410Q-25 0 
=Oo~055812058.665:264Q01526912714Q345~-24 ) D 
( -0o33618'720134.59960451680590773892QQ-26 0 
~Ool5617312296875415QQ258728i~08420Q-26 ) D 
( =Oo1992781235112887618898291541672cQ-28 o 
Oo2309745803463980721528545949d273Q-28 ) I 
DATA A(4o24)v A(4p2S)p A(4v26)u A(4u27)v AC4o28) I 
~ ( Oo126539280791145719537619231Q2439Qo3Q D 
* Ool9179314075437628141322658676683Q-30 ) D 
* { Ool5148831459979218067536Q99487641Q-32 D 
* -Oo482918875113Q8268323169572633154~-33 ~ D 
* ( -Oo35457362648932105717Q052039421Q4Q-36 0 
* -Oq10136460884656706702109567689352Q~34 ) D 
0 ( -Oo58150487Q264934865554454155014~2Q=31 0 
* -Oo14094518049251148437476781919616Q-37 ) 0 
* { -Ool59758915478961406Q59837128Q1556Q-3~ D 
* Oo28576217592464116638248112392485Q-39 ) 'I 
DATA ACSol)p A(5p2)o A(5p3)p AC5o4)o AC5u5}o A~Sp6) I 
* ( =Ool2023234QQ4QQ35849~98188861Q76~6Q~Q3 D 
* -Oo6c691018233263761381c572C6590178Q~02 ) o 















































* -Oo3~147926531356588336S58685234818Q~02 ) o 
* ( -Oo494825516984383236779648125714G1Q~02 D 
* -Oo148Q0978678558559364104741152456Q~Q1 ) D 
* ( -Ool283463533243931735324S812196134Q~02 o 
* Oo63351619838680025.09155942192481lq~o1 ) o 
~ ( -Ool3924145634822307560273601121626Q~Ql D 
* Oo2349733484Q79579377559QQ47916078Q~01 ) D 
~ ( Oo35873442631228915638088468993558Q-01 D 
* Oo36184555175082579591418906704027~~oo ) / 
DATA AC5o7)o AC5o8)9 AC5o9)9 AC5910)o ~(5911)9 A(5o12) / 
















Oo254076835849S77956644512S872Q1QOQ-Q1 ) D 
( Oo25989029404Q4Q905193856549537671Q-02 D 
Oo27328614896885497885059913797181Q-03 ) g 
( Oo123854742046579204145162653822c6Q-03 o 
-Oo86478706066528572035583131906616Q-Q~ ) D 
< Ool62338187743049764c27~04717032cOQ-05 o 
-Oo68164033686269323775S512716381S9a-os ) ·o 
{ -Oo1284818859Q2051712722874411QSQ~EQ~06 D 
-Oo23322393287194919485736536781241a-06 ) o 
( -Oo19995QQ110968843124Q715126441317Q-08 D 






DATA AC5~13)o AC5o14)~ AC5o15)o AC3o16)o A(So17)o A(5o18) / 
( -Oo20551599036Q84747083254899649849Q-Q9 p 


















C -Ool95512949923347299813722863451E7Q-11 v 
Oo~8015363459QQ5741396881230966287~-11 ) P 
C Oo375073~94046403457996517979343E2Q-13 o 
Oo959207614789Q9471667S74560717069Q-!3 ) D 
( Ool62146QQ69Q4Q5924996Q849187988E6~-14 D 
Oo7544Q387851336339973278181017Q69Q=15 ) 0 
( Oo2539419825327651589Q3148606104c9Q-16 D 
-Oo8861199Q8785708337Q621947395Q495Q-17 ) p 
( Ool6963885835163Q51Q58784661923728Q=18 D 
-Oo3309188105688925190948252Q124499Q-18 ) / 
DATA A(5919)v AC5o20)o AC5o21)o AC5o22)o A(5o23) / 
~ { -Ool3151889996350858678670178161917Q-2Q D 
-Oo43198897528320881209C66285578Q19~-20 ) D 
( -Oo4315575~831589959275961716074911Q-22 0 


























































C -Oo469037194271289283C91B1255754079Q-24 o 
Oal2866821474808433187Sl8726739619~~24 ~ o 
( .-Oo220186980908794Q727908423472834QQ-26 0 
Oo376Q614413694710Q54913Q543087069Q-26 ) 0 
( ·Oa862811554692664779716829539279Q7Q-29 0 
Oo3455~644783555857374S84659001160Q-28 ) I 
DATA A(5g24)g A(5~25)g A(5~26)p A(5p27)p AC5v28) I 
* ( Oo2271307Q8544641667642243Q4Q73967Q~30 0 
* Ool3950524503754715Q29219540715481Q-30 ) 0 
* ( Oal7873486006162661044327487865169Q-32 0 
* -ho40963510166528041796~Q86863484~9Q-33 ) D 
* ( Oa626529337061476879051423206Q9119Q~35 0 
* -Oa980277813606125625445961QQ11494QQ-35 ) D 
0 ( -Ool415Q55380863565878QQ914485123i7Q-37 D 
* -Oa66805156657504333366c26559124035Q-37 ) o 
* ( -Oa31024687126385932720181561031139Q-39 0 
* -Oa2C5072720698320330637550c3045718Q~39 ) I 
DATA A(~~l)~ A(6g2)~ A(6g3)o AC6o4)~ A(6v5)o A(6v6) ~ 
* ( Ool4786330Q779Q339991Q83~413043463Q~Q3 D 
-Ool86858125235421QQQ76518581169684Q~03 ) 0 
( Oal0415768205398205lc239S654475226Q~03 v 
~Oo14493435376763316555403379954426Q~03 ) D 
( Oo37773716029004829631634647285402Q~02 D 
-Oo68100726343676867881843240961907Q~02 ) D 
( Oa715106845782556356475524277408Q6Q+01 D 
-Oo1S942171Q41630688504315865053873Q~02 ) D 
( Oo587189474637464908S20231Q7893163Q+OO D 
~Oo3794599128627371373164564051722Sq+Ql ) D 
( ~Oo2733681629252~Ql42~3244975541634Q-Q1 D 



















DATA A(6~7)p AC6v8)D A(6~9)v A(6plQ)p ~C6vll)v A(6pl2) I, 
* ( -Ool26332983854383039S632868484813SQ-01 D 









( -Ool6llll41681285472669446158410552Q-02 D 
-Oa289444888751854239527536268248Q4Q-02 ) D 
( -Ool26823883183156774993520374641~1Q-03 D 
-Ool3765284525622497163Q04271726241Q-Q3 ) D 
( -Oo71Q1047357655622311026S068237272Q-Q5 D 
-Oo47052276012432276254645764427057Q-05 ) D 
( -Oo300244837003362178539162771913~9Q-06 n 
'· 
-~---~-~-~----------------~--~~-----~~--~--~------~-~--~~~~-----~----~~~-~--~-~--~~~~~~-~~~~~-~~~~~~~-~~-~~~~~~~~c 
40!oOOQ ... -Oa1064111996392145218Qg6719436372BQ-06 ) ... D 
402o00Q .... C ~Oo990864150141856692180518999106~3Q~OS ... D 
403o000 ... -oag2761222837942349840197804571025Q-09 ) I ... 
404o00Q DAiA A(6v13)v A(6~14)v A(6v15)v AC6v16)v A(6v17lv AC6v18) / 
405oOOQ .... ( -Oo26027484117930187788192176623065Q~Q9 D ~ 
40 6 a o·o o ... Oo40940074636336826992S96865653823Q-10 ) ... !) 
407o000 ... ( ~Oa5494550203191330231524882762884SQ~l1 
"" 
D 





( -Oo930979091648647214264849870766~5Q-13 D 
410oOOQ ... Oo72175746483862135156193QQ5583481Q~!3 ) ... D 
t.,llaOOO ... ( ~Ool2405514383185900794313961451409Q-14 .D ... 
4l2o000 ... Oo16057793958388156658720457530673Q~14 ). D ... 
4l3oOOQ ... ( -Oo121008099414418670016Q3700742549Q-16 D 
"' 
414o00Q ... Oa28359465561914272852397225563504~-16 ) ..,. v 
415oOOQ ... ( ~Oo614Q2516926354081139078Q13313Q73Q-19 ... D 
416o000 ... Oa41173Q6Q997307404969131SQ1659123Q~!8 ) / ... 
~17aOOQ DATA A(6Dl9)v AC6v20)v AC6v21)v AC6v22)D A(6v23) / 
418oOOQ ... ( Oo541211724806118446762iS4935832~SQ~2~ .,. D 
4l9oOOQ .... Oa49969014268740635137S36784721376Q-20 ) .,. D 
420oOOQ .... ( Ool9452~403467399313583238304451SSQ~22 D ... 
~Z'loOOQ .... Oo51QQQ584521037047207876926762789Q=22 ) ..,. D 
4?2o.OOO ... ( "Oo31204514306599118157275391.121056Q-24 D .... 
4 2 3 o·O 0 0 . ... Oo43581643056407606329C70172519971Q-24 ·) ... g 
424.,.000 ... ( Oo368203453171209755200320576498S8Q-26 .... g 
425oOOQ ... Oo3051259Q9Q3Q~7769797613238757884Q-26 l V .,. 
426oOOQ ... ( Q.,3531546444944QQ1881QQ41928637612Q-28 D ... 
~27oOOQ ... Oolc3761447136597457S3339920962069Q-28 ) I .... 
428oOOQ DA"!"A A(6D24)D AC6v25)D A(6v26)D A(6i27)v AC6v28) / 
429oOOQ ... ( Oo2858Q5663382412946l01351833673:7Q~3Q 
"' 
g 
430o00Q ... Oo508499Q11136583QQ95172Q520451353Q-31 ) p ..,. 
l¢31oOOQ ... ( Ool98360671586496773E4126489289905~~~2 P .,. 
432oOOQ ... -Ool6369074613715444505432167096866a-33 ) o ... 
~33oOOQ ... ( Ooll863994266786195581653997529741Q-34 D ... 
434o00Q ... -Oo421011487540947057D4577267314263Q-35 ) / .,. v 
435cOOQ ... ( Oo608155576846754QQQ713452371442QQQ=37 D ' .... 
~36oOOQ ... -Oa415970294208949982731935E900B15Sq-37 ) 
"' 
v 
437oOOQ .... ( Oo2614Q923382Q115231QQ28Q9463Q528QQ-39 D ... 
438oOOQ ... -Oa30302663845261326002874852819372~-39 ) I .,. 
439oOOQ !FAIL = 0 
440oOOQ c 
~ .. . ... ·-·-.---- ·-----~ ·--.-- --··- --·- ---·-· ·····- -- ·----~ ·-·- --· --- ---·" ---··--·.··· -- -···· --·------·- - ·- ----- .. __ ---·-·-- ·-· ----·-- -···- -- ~--------·-· . 
---------------~------------------------------------------------------------------------------------~----~-------





446.o 00.0 C 
%47o000 
448o000 C 







45.6 ~.000 c 
457o000 C 
















4 74 0 000 .c 





4 B 0 o.OO·O C 
C~ECX THE MODULUS ttF Z·IS LESS ThAN EIGH1 o 
ABSZ = CQABSC Z ) 
! F ( A B S Z " G T o 8 o 0 Q 0 ) G D T 0 70 
IF TH.E MODULUS IS LESS THIN loOQ-16 o / 
TI-'E TAYLOR SERIES J;S USED FOR THE CALC.ULIJYX.ON o 
!F C ABSZ aLTo laOC-16 ) GO TO 60 
IF i HE REAl AND ·I r~ A GIN A R V PARTS C F Z HAVE 0 P P 0 S I i E SIGNS o 
,.H IS SE1 TO .l!. o )( = QREAL( Z ) 
Y ::: QIMAGC l ) 
.:.1!1 ~ 0 
IF ( C X*Y ) aLTo OoOQO ) Jl = 1 
THE NEXT FE~ LINES ARE USED TO TRANSP.OSE 
I~ iHE UPPE~ RIGHT Q~ADRANT EY TAKING THE 
I l S R E A l A N D I t1 A G IN A R Y P A R 1 S o • 
X ::: QABSC X ) 
V = QABS( V ) 
Zi = QC~PLXC Xo V l 
THE POINT Z INTO -ZT . 
A~SOLUT~ VAL~5S ~F 
-· .. 
NOW DECIDE WHICH SET OF CC.EFFICIENTS t!RE REQUIREO o ·' -·· 
IoEo iHE.VALUE OF K .SUCH THAi (2K-l)~:PI/24 IS CLOSEST TO ARG0:'().9-
K IS POSiiiVE .AND NO GREA.TER THAN 6 o 
FLOATII\:G .POINT DIVISION BV ZERO CHECK o 
I F X I s z E R 0 T HE N A R G (Z i ) I .S I p I I 2 
IF ( X oNE.o OaOQO.) GO TO 10 
~ SO K IS 6 a 
I( = 6 
GO TO 
10 ARG.ZT 
K = 1 
20. 
= QATMJ( V /X ) 
+ ( IQINT( ARGZT /PIFAC ) ) 12. 
CHECK K IS LfSS THAN.7 
IF NOT K IS SET E~UAL TO 6 































5 0.4 0 00 0 
5 05.o 00 0 
506oOOQ 
507o000 

























CHECK NACC u IF NACC IS GREATER THAN 28 IFAIL 
IS SET TO 1 AND NACC TO !2 o 
IF( NACC ~GTo 28 ) IFAIL = 1 
IFC lFAIL oEQo 1 ) NACC = !2 ~ 
THE .NEXT FEW LINES CALCULATE lHE NUMBER OF COEFFICIENTS 
RE~UIRED FbR.TH~ GIVEN ACCURACY o 
~NACC = FLOAT( NACC ) 
FNU = FLOAT( NU ) 
RC = 8o0 + OoS * FNACC 
R 1 = A L 0 G ( R 0 ·* ( R 0 + F N U ) ) 
R2 = AI..CGC. ( RO '\? FNU )' /~oO ) -
Rl ~ C RO * 2o0 - ( Oa.S ~ R1 ) - C FNU * R2 ) ~ 
1 ( OaS * RO ./( RO + FNU ) ) -:- C FNACC * '2o30Z5851 ) -o-. Oo~909!0.9 21· 
2 I ( R 1 -:- ( 0 o 5 I ~0 ) ,:. . ( 0 o 5 I ( R 0 + F N U, ) ) ~ 2 o 0 9 ~ 0 0 0 8 ) · . 
NUM = INYC Rl ) ~ i 
CALCULATION OF THE T~U~CATEO CHEBYSHEV SERIES AT Zl 
T = IT * QC~PLX( COSJNC K )~ -COSINC 7-K ) ) 
T = Oo625Q-01 * T * T - 2oCClO 
NUMM.1 = 'NUM = 1 
B E S S = T * A( K 11 N U M ) ? A.( K 11 N U M M 1 ) 
C = A( Ku NUM.) 
DO 30 J = 2D NUMMl!.. 
Cl!. = C . 
C = BESS 
30 BESS = :r * C = Cl + A( Kp NUJ~V:~J ) 
BESS = CoSQO :;; ( BESS = Cl ) /DENOM 
SYMMETRY RELATIONS ARE US'ED TC GET THE v·A~UE .A'ii"· Z ·, 
I'F ( J 1 o E Q o 1 ) BESS = Q C Cl N J G ( BESS il 
IF ( NU o EQo 0 ) GC 10 50 
Z 2 = Oc> 5.Q 0 * Z · 
'DC 40 J = l11 NU 





























FOR SMALL !'AOOULUS THE TERMS 'IN THE TAYLOR 
SERIES GREATER THAN loOQ-32 AjE USED o 
60 BESS = OoOQO 
IF ( NU oEQo 1 ) BESS = Z * OoSQO 
IF ( NU oEQ6 0 ) BESS = loOQO 
RETURN 
MOCULUS OF Z TOO LARGE 
HAS BEEN PERFORMED o 
70 !FAil = 2 
·sESS = OoOQO 
RETURN 
END 
o NO CALCUi.,ATION 
., 
"""''\ 
' 
